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SUMMARY
Conventional power delivery using bulky off-chip voltage regulator module fails to ad-
equately address the challenges posed on power delivery network by transistor and volt-
age scaling, increased parasitic effects, decreased decoupling capacitor budget, high power
density and heterogeneity of load circuits. To address these challenges, this dissertation
research demonstrates that digital and digitally-assisted linear voltage regulators serve as
key design enablers for fine-grain power management right at the point of load.
The proposed designs achieve both spatial and fast temporal adaptation of supply volt-
age needed to achieve unprecedented levels of performance and reduced energy consump-
tion in big multi-core processors and system-on-chip platforms. They provide an opportu-
nity for automated synthesis, desired process and voltage scalability thanks to their digital
construction, wide operational dynamic range, low power overhead, and fast response times
as compared to the state-of-the-art designs in linear voltage regulation. This dissertation re-
search also provides theoretical models to understand operational dynamics of digital linear
voltage regulators and builds a number of test-chips utilizing advance control laws to en-
able voltage regulation of small digital functional units to large core-sized digital circuits.
Digitally-assisted or hybrid linear voltage regulators build further on top of digital linear
voltage regulators to enable fine-grain power management for all types of load circuits and
not just digital load circuits achieving unprecedented levels of efficiency and performance.
The designs covered in this thesis have significantly contributed towards understanding
the operation and design of digital and digitally-assisted linear voltage regulators. These
designs have helped in improving state-of-the-art in on-chip voltage regulation and enabled




Increasing performance and energy-efficiency requirements in big multi-core processors
and System-on-Chip (SoC), designed in scaled CMOS transistor nodes, pose serious chal-
lenges to the effectiveness of existing power delivery and management techniques [1, 2, 3,
4]. As the operational voltage drops down to enable quadratic gains in power (P = CV 2F ),
the higher current passing through the power delivery network (PDN) magnifies the power
losses due to board, package and chip parasitics [5]. Similarly, with decreasing transistor
and routing metal geometries, increasing process variations and decreasing decoupling ca-
pacitor budget, ensuring power supply integrity and accuracy at the Point-of-Load (PoL)
becomes difficult [6].
This power delivery problem is further exacerbated by the fact that most of the under-
lying circuits in these big chips are highly heterogeneous in nature and demand different
voltage levels for optimal energy-performance trade-off [7, 8]. These heterogeneous cir-
cuits can be broadly classified in to digital and analog circuits. Digital circuits exhibit large
dynamic range across current (nA to A) and voltage (VMAX down to transistor threshold
voltage). Therefore, metrics like low voltage operation, fast transient response to load cur-
rent step changes, dynamic scaling of supply voltage (DVS) and instantaneous power state
transitions under different performance modes assume prime importance in digital circuits
[1]. Analog circuits, on the other hand, require high rejection against power supply noise
and precise voltage levels. [9].
To address all these aforementioned challenges due to scaling and load circuits hetero-
geneity, fine-grain power management right at the PoL has become necessary [6, 10]. Not
only multiple voltage levels have to be distributed across the whole chip but they also need
to change in time across different sections of the chip to ensure high energy efficiency. To
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serve this end, this dissertation research proposes digital and digitally-assisted linear volt-
age regulators (LVR) as the circuit building blocks for achieving fine-grain spatio-temporal
on-chip power delivery and management.
Linear CMOS voltage regulators operated in low dropout (LDO) mode serve as the can-
didate of choice for PoL power management as opposed to other available DC-DC power
converter topologies namely, switched capacitor (SCVR) and inductor (typically referred
to as Integrated Voltage Regulator or IVR) based voltage converters. This is because an
LDO offers easier on-die integration since it only requires active devices and no passive
components to down-convert voltage. It offers process and voltage scalability, small sili-
con area overhead, high rejection capability against power supply noise and faster response
times to load current changes as compared to SCVR and IVR designs [11, 12]. On the
downside, linear voltage regulators are lossy by definition as opposed to SCVR and IVR
power converters but their power losses are easily offset by the system-level gains achieved
through distributing multiple LDOs right at the PoL. This fine-grain integration of LDOs
right next to the load has resulted in unprecedented levels of energy-performance trade-offs
as shown in recent commercial big-chip designs [13, 3].
1.1 Linear Voltage Regulation: Basic Structure and Terminology
Linear voltage regulation uses active devices like transistors for down conversion of supply
voltage. If the difference between the down converted (VREG) and supply voltage (VIN)
(called dropout voltage) is on the order of few hundreds of mV then linear voltage regula-
tors are called low dropout voltage regulators or LDO in short. Linear voltage regulation
is inherently a lossy voltage down conversion process as the energy is not stored in any
passive device like a capacitor or inductor during this conversion. The power conversion
efficiency of an LDO is directly proportional to its dropout voltage. Assuming negligible
2
Figure 1.1: Basic structure of an analog LDO.
current consumption in the control circuitry, it is given as
PEFF = (ILOAD ∗ VREG/IIN ∗ VIN) ∗ 100 = (VREG/VIN)% (1.1)
Here VIN is the supply voltage, VREG is the regulated output voltage of the LDO, IIN is
the current drawn from the supply and ILOAD is the current delivered to the load. PEFF
expression results from the fact that ILOAD=IIN while only the voltage is down-converted.
The basic bare-bone structure of a conventional analog LDO is shown in fig. 1.1. It im-
plements negative feedback to achieve down-conversion and regulation. An error amplifier
or a transconductance stage amplifies the difference between the regulated (VREG) and ref-
erence voltages (VREF). This amplified signal controls the gate of a large power transistor
to increase or decrease the current delivered to the load circuit modulating VREG. Typically,
this power stage employs a P-type power MOSFET to achieve very low dropout voltages.
If VREG>VREF, VG increases to bring down VREG and decreases when VREG<VREF. VREF is
typically generated through a band-gap voltage reference or an external source. The accu-
racy and bandwidth of this regulation action is dictated by the gain and the most dominant
pole of this second order feedback system. Analog LDOs either have the dominant poles
on one of the internal nodes of the loop (like VG) or on the output (VREG) and as such they
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are referred to as internal pole dominant LDO or output pole dominant LDO, respectively.
Given that there is a limited budget for integration of passives on silicon, internal pole dom-
inant LDOs are typically built for on-chip applications with minimum possible decoupling
capacitor budget satisfying the stability constraints of the second order feedback loop.
The metrics which are used to characterize the effectiveness of an LDO are as follows.
Load regulation is defined as the ability of the LDO to maintain voltage regulation accuracy
across the complete ILOAD range. Line Regulation refers to the maintenance of VREG under
DC changes on VIN. Power supply noise rejection (PSR) is the noise rejection capacity
of an LDO to prevent any changes on VREG under AC perturbations on VIN. Transient
response and voltage droop mitigation capability of an LDO refers to the ability of an
LDO to quickly limit the magnitude of voltage drop (incurred due to parasitic resistance
and inductor in the current path under a sudden change in load current) and recover to the
desired voltage level under a large load current step on VREG. Current efficiency of an LDO
is defined as
IEFF = (1− ICNTL/ILOAD)% (1.2)
Here, ICNTL refers to the controller current consumption during regulation and ILOAD is
the current delivered to the load. A higher current efficiency brings an LDO closer to its
theoretical power efficiency limit. Usually a figure of merit (FoM) for an LDO incorporates
all these metrics in one form or the other [14]. In the following chapters, we will define
a relevant FoM used to gauge the effectiveness of each LDO in addition to all the above-
mentioned basic metrics.
1.2 Limitations of Conventional Designs
Analog LDOs exhibiting high current efficiency, fast small-signal response and high PSR
continue to be explored to provide on-chip voltage regulation [15, 14, 16, 17]. However,
with decreasing supply voltages, the bandwidth and performance of analog LDOs continue
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to decrease. Not only the design has become increasingly difficult to achieve a large op-
erational range both in current and voltage but also the nature of the underlying load has
changed.
Traditionally, analog LDOs have been employed for voltage sensitive analog load cir-
cuits, which typically represent DC loads [9]. Digital load circuits, on the other hand,
exhibit large load transients and wide operating voltages [1]. Hence, LDOs that supply
digital loads have a different value proposition, such as the capacity to operate across wide
operating voltages and respond to instantaneous large load current steps. This is particu-
larly true when the underlying load circuit is in a low-current/low-power state and needs to
wake up in a few clock cycles [1]. Other conventional metrics of analog LDOs, like voltage
ripple and PSR can be relaxed as these non-idealities are accounted for in digital load cir-
cuits by adding a small margin to the already existing voltage guard-band for temperature,
process and aging variations.
The growing limitations of analog LDOs to meet low voltage operation, fast response
times and automated integration with digital load circuits point to the need of designing
newer types of LDOs. These designs should not only power digital load circuits optimally
right at the PoL but must also adapt under changing load requirements. This research
contributes towards achieving these goals by building digital and digitally-assisted hybrid
LDOs as summarized in the next subsection.
1.3 Contributions of this Thesis and Chapter Outline
To improve state-of-the-art and overcome the newer challenges posed by transistor and
voltage scaling and heterogeneity of load, this dissertation research proposes digital and
digitally-assisted hybrid LDOs. Digital LDO is especially suited for optimal power delivery
for wide-range digital load circuits and digitally-assisted hybrid LDO powers all types of
load circuits including digital and analog circuits.
Basic forms of digital LDOs were proposed [18, 19] before the beginning of this thesis
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research as digital versions of an analog LDO. They supplement their analog counterparts
in powering digital load circuits. Their compactness, ease of design, process and voltage
scalability and the opportunity to embed them deep within a digital functional unit make
them suitable for PoL voltage regulation. A literature survey of existing analog, near-digital
and digital LDO topologies is carried out in chapter 2. The focus of this literature survey
is to provide the reader with a holistic overview on the progress of on-chip linear voltage
regulation. This section not only covers the designs published prior to the beginning of this
thesis research but also includes contemporary and recent digital LDO designs which were
built using the design concepts published in this dissertation research.
In chapter 3, the baseline structure of a digital LDO is explained. As the first major
contribution of this thesis research, theoretical transient and steady-state modeling of a
digital LDO is carried out in chapter 3 and 4. To the author’s best knowledge, this is the
first model which explains digital LDO operation in transient and steady-state. It shows
that adaptive control is necessary in digital LDOs to ensure stability and wide dynamic
range. The insights obtained from the model are verified using a discrete-component based
digital LDO built on a printed circuit board and a test-chip built in 130nm CMOS process.
The digital LDO in 130nm CMOS process uses adaptive control to maintain performance
across a wide range of load current, supports operation down to near-threshold voltage and
showed state-of-the-art performance in digital LDOs at the time of its publication [20, 21,
22].
Digital LDOs suffer from low PSR given the way their power stage is built using tran-
sistors as switches. Theoretical modeling of PSR in a digital LDO and control knobs to
improve it are identified in chapter 5. This research is targeted towards making digital
LDOs suitable for analog load circuits which demand a high PSR. A proactive supply noise
rejecting digital LDO is built in 130nm CMOS process. It uses early warning signals from
noisy voltage domains to temporarily improve the noise rejection capability of a digital
LDO while satisfying a limited power budget [12].
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In chapter 6, the dynamic range of a digital LDO is extended to power up a large
digital core consuming in excess of 100mA of load current. This design also decouples the
transient and steady-state performance of a digital LDO by using asynchronous non-linear
gain control. It allows fast transient performance against large load current steps expected
in a big digital load circuit like a microprocessor core. A test-chip is built in 65nm CMOS
to experimentally verify the performance of the design. It shows the highest operational
voltage range (0.15-1.2V) and static peak current efficiency (99.9%) in digital LDOs to-
date. All this is achieved while ensuring a fast transient performance.
To overcome the intrinsic limitations of digital LDOs like steady-state voltage ripple
and supply noise rejection capacity and achieve voltage regulation for all type of load
circuits, digitally-assisted hybrid LDO using switched mode control (SMC), designed in
130nm CMOS process, is covered in chapter 7 and 8. This topology is the first hybrid
LDO that uses an analog and a digital LDO in parallel and divides their activity based on
a voltage error signal. This design inherits the steady-state performance and small signal
accuracy of an analog LDO and the transient performance of a digital LDO [23] with a
minimum increase in design complexity. Theoretical stability modeling of the hybrid LDO
using SMC is also provided in chapter 8.
Building further on this hybrid LDO structure, SMC is employed to design a flexible
LDO macro enabling a reconfigurable PSR design for wire-line I/O applications in chapter
9. The design is built in a 130nm CMOS test-chip and shows a wide range of energy-
efficiency trade-off with PSR. Finally, insights drawn from these new LDO topologies are
summarized and some comments are shared with the reader on future of on-chip voltage




This section covers the use of LDOs in on-chip power management. We first briefly cover
analog LDOs and their use in on-chip power management. It is followed by a detailed
chronological description of design and development of hybrid, near digital and all-digital
LDOs for on-chip power management.
Analog LDOs have been used in standalone and in cascade with switching regulators
to supply power to portable electronics [15, 24]. Work on standalone ICs containing LDOs
can be traced back to early 90s for generation of sub-5V voltage levels from the battery
[25]. Besten et al., showed embedded down-conversion and regulation from 5V down to
3.3V in 0.5µm CMOS process for digital load ICs [26]. It was a high current delivery
design capable of providing up to 300mA of load transients at a cost of 750µA quiescent
current. The design had an NMOS based power transistor controlled through a charge
pump based replica circuit. Since the transconductance of the PMOS device was less (true
in older technologies) than that of an NMOS, IBM also showed a similar gate-boosted
NMOS LDO to down-convert system supply voltage from 3.3V to 2.5V in 0.25µm CMOS
process [27].
First instances of fully integrated low-voltage LDO designs for on chip applications
made headway in late 1990s. Work by Rincon-Mora [15] showed near 900mV regulation
from a 1V supply delivering 18mA at the cost of 23µA quiescent current. The design
was implemented in 2µm CMOS process with an added p-base layer. It used a transient
boost circuit between the error amplifier and PMOS based power device to enhance per-
formance against voltage droops due to sudden changes in load current but used a large
off-chip capacitor to stabilize the system. On-chip power management efforts before that
were more application specific like for DRAM [28] and SRAM [29] and failed to meet the
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requirements of general purpose LDOs.
Subsequent designs [15, 14, 16, 17] predominantly used PMOS as power device in
LDOs. It allowed low dropout voltage operation as opposed to the NMOS based LDOs for
on-chip applications. This basic configuration of an LDO with an error amplifier control-
ling a big PMOS power device required the use of an on-chip capacitor in Miller config-
uration to ensure stability. It improved the overall stability of the system but at the cost
of reduced bandwidth and transient performance. This prompted a wave of research in in-
novative on-chip circuit topologies specifically targeting the large dynamic range of load
circuits without the use of bulky off-chip capacitance. Leung, Mok [30] showed a damp-
ing factor controlled LDO capable of recovering from large voltage droops due to 100mA
load step in 2µs. The design was based on three-stage amplifier and eliminates the bulky
off-chip capacitor required for stability. Intel [14] presented a dual-loop topology in 90nm
CMOS, decoupling reference tracking from transient performance using a replica based
LDO design. The inner loop supplied the load current demand using fast flipped voltage
follower stage [31]. The outer loop consisted of a two-stage op-amp and it controlled the
inner loop using feedback from a smaller replica of the inner loop to track the reference
voltage accurately. This design showed a full on-chip implementation with a capacitance
budget of only 0.6nF for a load range of 100mA allowing less than 100mV of voltage droop.
It achieved the best figure of merit for LDOs at the time of its publication but at a cost of
very high quiescent current of 6mA. Milliken et al., [32] showed a fully on-chip LDO with
a differentiator in the Miller capacitance feedback to allow fast transient recovery. The
design used a small capacitance of 100pf at the output and a small quiescent current of
65µA. Since it was designed in 0.35µm CMOS, it could only regulate at a high voltage
of 2.8V from a 3.5V supply voltage. Other frequency compensation techniques to keep
stability and provide comparable performance have also been explored in [15, 14, 16, 17]
targeting a narrow operating range. A fast LDO, suitable for on-chip application, proposed
by Man et al., made use of two transistor flipped voltage follower configuration to allow
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Figure 2.1: Analog LDO with digital-assist to improve transient performance powering
DRAM.
fast transient response times [33]. It was particularly suited for low current and capacitance
applications but faced scalability questions given its simple design. At lower supply volt-
ages, operational range of analog LDOs is limited but it can still provide state-of-the-art
performance in that limited range. Lu et al. [34] showed a PSR of -15dB at 1 GHz and
100ns response time for 10mA load steps at a regulated voltage of 1V from 1.15V supply.
Similarly, Chen et al [35] showed a regulated voltage of 0.6V from a supply of 0.65-0.9V
capable of providing up to 10mA load current in its highest dropout configuration.
To meet the wide operational range of digital load circuits that operate at various DVFS
points, undergo large load transients, operate at very low voltages, and allow easy process
integration and voltage scalability, all-digital LDOs have recently been the topic of pro-
found interest. The first work in this direction can be traced back to Ooishi et al. in [36]
as shown in fig. 2.1. It presented a hybrid LDO for fast transient performance at low qui-
escent current consumption powering DRAM. The design used a parallel combination of
an analog LDO and a digitally controlled cascode transistor to meet fast transient load cur-
rent requirement. The design incurred a large area overhead for output regulation voltage
of 2.8V from a supply voltage of 3.5V. Another near digital LDO was published [37] in
2009 as shown in the fig. 2.2. As opposed to a digital LDO, where PMOS transistor are
used to provide voltage regulation, this design implemented supply hopping i.e., allowed
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Fig. 5. Local pausable clock generator.
using a mutual-exclusion element which causes the clock to be
momentarily paused. Once the request is released, the clock
can restart again. If no asynchronous request is received, the
clock (half-) period is determined by the value programmed
in the delay line. The generated clock is then applied to the
synchronous unit through a classical clock-tree.
The main difficulty is to obtain a precise, small and low-
power delay line, while using if possible only standard-cells
so that it can be placed-and-routed as a hard-macro and then
reused for various units. The delay line is composed of delay el-
ements built with either available delay-cells or inverter-cells
(according to the required delays), and of latches and multi-
plexers. The latches offer a good compromise in terms of delay
and energy in the targeted technology (STMicroelectronics 65
nm), while filtering out all unnecessary pulses within the delay
line. Only one path through the delay line is activated according
to the programmed binary value.
C. Power Supply Unit
The power supply unit (PSU) manages the unit supply
voltage according to the selected power modes using
supply voltages provided by off-chip DC-DC converters. The
power supply unit (Fig. 6) is composed of three main devices:
the power switches ( and power transistors), the
Ultra Cut-Off voltage generator (UCO), and the -Hopping
unit. The UCO is used during ‘OFF’ mode to reduce the
unit leakage current. The -Hopping unit ensures smooth
transitions between and without stopping the unit
clock and computations. In the case of FHT2 unit, the PSU is
replaced by a fully integrated buck-boost DC-DC converter.
1) Dynamic Power Control: To do fine-grain voltage scaling
and reduce dynamic power consumption of SoC and MPSoC
containing more than ten functional cores, traditional DC-DC
converters have reached their limit. The simplest ones are linear
converters, small and easily integrated, but their efficiency is
lowered at low output voltage. More efficient converters like
capacitive or inductive ones are widely used in the industry, but
they are using capacitors and inductors that cannot be easily
integrated. A fully integrated inductive buck-boost DC-DC
converter has been implemented to compare on-chip a classical
Local Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (LDVFS)
approach with an innovative Local Adaptive Voltage and Fre-
quency Scaling approach using a hopping technique.
a) Integrated Buck-Boost DC-DC Converter: A microp-
ower up-and-down converter switching power supply is used to
Fig. 6. Power supply unit.
convert the available power from a battery into a regulated and
controllable power supply. Ten discrete set point values between
0.6 V and 1.2 V are available for the power supply voltage to
achieve dynamic voltage scaling on the supplied FHT2 digital
block.
The input power is processed by power switches and an L-C
power filter, yielding the conditioned output power. The pas-
sive devices values are chosen to be compatible with above-IC
technologies to avoid any external devices: consequently, the
inductor and capacitor values are drastically constrained. The
system controls the switch duty cycle so that the output voltage
follows a given reference. Therefore, the difference between
one part of the power filter output voltage and a
voltage setpoint is amplified and modulated into pulse density
information. The obtained clock is used to a gate a drive cir-
cuit (non-overlapping clocks generator and buffer) controlling
the power filter MOS switches. The innovative pulse density
modulation (PDM) is based on an asynchronous passive
modulator instead of the traditional PWM controller for sim-
plicity of implementation (two RC filters, a comparator and two
inverters), low power consumption and spectral spread of the
switch noise.
Figure 2.2: Voltage hopping based power delivery system.
fast switching between two supply voltages for two separate power modes. Although, this
was not a regulator but the controller design preceded an equivalent digital LDO designed
by Okuma et al., [18]. The work in [18] can be regarded as the first demonstration of an
all-digital LDO capable of providing voltage regulation. The design was synchronous and
used a master clock. It compared the regulated voltage with a reference voltage using a
sense amplifier based comparator and made decision to turn on/off PMOS transistors in an
array through a shift register based control logic. The digital LDO was eveloped in 65nm
CMOS nd the design schematic is shown in fig. 2.3. It achieved 0.45V egulated voltage
from a 0.5V supply voltage with 98.7% current efficiency and 2.7µA qu escent current for
200µA load current. Although, the performa ce metrics were nowhere near the perfor-
mance of an analog LDO but it, nevertheless, showe NTV operation. In a follow-up work,
Hirairi et al. [38], combined a 16-bit integer unit with a digital LDO. The regulated supply
voltage adapted itself through a digital LDO using parity based error prediction and detec-
tion. This work serves as a seminal work in the co-design of a digital LDO with digital
load circuit as depicted in fig. 2.4. It showed 13% power saving by operating the system
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Abstract- Digital LDO is proposed to provide the low noise and 
tunable power supply voltage to the 0.5-V near-threshold logic 
circuits. Because the conventional LDO feedback-controlled by 
the operational amplifier fail to operate at 0.5V, the digital LDO 
eliminates all analog circuits and is controlled by digital circuits, 
which enables the 0.5-V operation. The developed digital LDO in 
65nm CMOS achieved the 0.5-V input voltage and 0.45-V output 
voltage with 98.7% current efficiency and 2.7-µA quiescent 
current at 200-µA load current. Both the input voltage and the 
quiescent current are the lowest values in the published LDO’s, 






Very low-voltage operation of VLSI's is effective in 
reducing both dynamic and leakage power and the maximum 
energy efficiency is achieved at low power supply voltage 
(VDD) below 0.5V (e.g., 340 mV [1] and 320 mV [2]). Thus, 
many works have been carried out on the sub/near-threshold 
logic circuits [1-5]. Stable and tunable VDD (e.g., 320 mV±
50mV [2]) is required in the near-threshold logic circuits, 
because the gate delay in the near-threshold logic circuits is 
very sensitive to VDD and the process variations. Therefore, a 
0.5-V LDO enabling the low ripple and tunable VDD is 
strongly required. The conventional analog LDO, however, 
fails to operate at 0.5V. In order to solve the problem, the 
digital LDO enabling the 0.5-V operation is proposed and 
demonstrated in this paper. The concept and the circuit 
implementation of the proposed digital LDO is shown in 
Section II. Measurement results from 65-nm CMOS test chips 
are described in Section III. 
 
II. PROPOSED DIGITAL LDO 
 
In order to explain the concept of the proposed digital 
LDO, Fig. 1 shows the circuit schematic of the digital LDO in 
contrast with the conventional analog LDO. The conventional 
analog LDO shown in Fig. 1(a) consists of an operational 
amplifier and a power transistor. The conventional LDO fails 
to operate at 0.5V, because the operational amplifier does not 
operate at 0.5V and can not control the analog gate voltage of 
the power transistor. In order to solve the problem, the digital 
LDO shown in Fig. 1(b) is proposed. The digital LDO 
includes a switch array, a comparator, and a digital controller. 
The analog controlled power transistor is replaced with the 
switch array and the number of turned-on switches is changed 
digitally by the controller. The output voltage (VOUT) is 
monitored by the comparator instead of the operational 
amplifier. Thus, the digital LDO eliminates all analog circuits 
and is controlled by digital circuits, which enables the 0.5-V 
LDO operation, because the digital circuits including the 
comparator can operate at 0.5V.  
Fig. 2 shows is the circuit schematic of the fabricated 
digital LDO. The digital LDO consists of a comparator, a 
serial-in parallel-out bi-directional shift register, and switch 
array of 256 pMOS FET’s. In order to reduce the ripple due to 
the switching of the switches, in this implementation, the shift 
register is used as the controller, because the number of 
switching in the switch array is only one at each clock edge. 
The typical input voltage (VIN) and VOUT are 0.5V and 0.45V, 
respectively. The typical clock frequency of the comparator 






























Fig. 1. (a) Conventional analog LDO. (b) Proposed digital LDO. 
978-1-4244-5760-1/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE
Figure 2.3: First implementati n of a digital LDO by Okuma et al.
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Figure 28.5.1: Block diagram of a proposed adaptive supply voltage control based on
setup error prediction.
Figure 28.5.2: Proposed parity-based setup error prediction and function error of FF’s
(PEPD).
Figure 28.5.3: Measured dependence of error or warning rate of integer unit (IU) on
VDD(IU) at 1.5MHz and 0°C, 15°C, and 25°C.
Figure 28.5.5: Measured adaptively-controlled VDD(IU) waveform at different clock fre-
quencies of IU in Fig. 28.5.4 (a). Figure 28.5.6: (a) Measured power comparison in typical die. (b) Overhead summary.
Figure 28.5.4: Measured adaptive VDD(IU) control with on-chip digital LDO at fixed setup
error warning rate.
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Figure 2.4: Digital LDO for minimum supply voltage delivery using parity based error
prediction and detection.
near threshold voltage in 40nm CMOS process.
Given the discrete nature of clock based digital LDOs, providing small signal gain is
not possible. Even if the digital LDO is used in high performance mode with a fast clock,
the clock distribution network incurs a prohibitively large power overhead. To compensate
for this limitation, continuous time digital LDOs were presented in [39, 40, 41]. The oper-
ation in [39] is based on a combinational logic called the bidirectional asynchronous wave
pipeline (BAWP). BAWP can be considered as the clock-less equivalent of the shift register
based PMOS transistor array control in a discrete-time digital LDO. Instead of generating
12
 
Fig. 1. Integration of asynchronous DLDO and SWR to achieve DVS on-the-fly 
operation for DSP board or SoC integration. 
 
Fig. 2. Hybrid loop operation with F-DVS and load transient response. 
 
Fig. 3. Circuit implementation of the BAWP in the asynchronous DLDO. 
 








 Fig. 5. Measured waveform of F-DVS operation. Fig. 6. Measured F-DVS operation and power efficiency. 
 
 
TABLE I: COMPARISON OF PRIOR LDO REGULATORS 
 Fig. 7. Measured MIPS performance is DSP. Fig. 8. Chip photo and spec. 
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Figu e 2.5: Continuous-time clock-less implementation of a digital LDO.
the direction signal based on a clock to increase or decrease regulated voltage, a combi-
national logic is used to propagate the direction signal asynchronously from one PMOS
to another as shown in fig. 2.5. The design provided faster control then clock based de-
signs due to lower latency but suffered from lack of adaptation under varying load current
conditions and incurred a larger area overhead. Nevertheless, this digital LDO was used
in parallel with a switching regulator and achieved a 150mV change in reference voltage
in 40ns. It made this dual digital LDO and switching regulator topology suitable for fast
voltage scaling. [40, 41] made use of the phase difference between the clocks generated by
the reference and regulated voltages as can be seen in the design schematic of fig. 2.6. This
topology achieved tight small signal regulation and low voltage operation down to 0.6V
in 32nm CMOS. Since the design operated on phase difference, it was prone to perfor-
mance variations due to switching noise, mismatches and delay between the clocks. IBM
demonstrated use of a hybrid dual loop LDO topology to power a DDR3 I/O circuit [42],
shown in fig. 2.7, and employed an equivalent design in power8 processor[10]. This de-
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Fig. 1: Architecture of the phase-locked LDO. 
The logic runs off Vlogic (not shown).
Fig. 6: (a) The first section comprising of
eight JC stages illustrating operation on both
CLK edges. (b) CLK gating in each section.
Fig. 2: Design of the current-
starved VCO. Fig. 3: JC stage illustrating phase detection and the
level-shifting output pass PMOS devices (P1 to P4).





Fig.4: Phase locking in the steady-state
condition. The grey regions show the time
when the pass devices are ON.
Technology
32nm, 
CMOS ILoad 0.2 A-5mA









Fig. 7: Die photograph and chip characteristics.
Fig. 8: Measured transient response
for switching load current.
Fig. 9: Small-signal Laplace Model illustrating 























Fig. 12: Measured VLDO vs. frequency
of load current. VLDO varies from 0.8V
to 0.6V in steps of 50mV.
Fig. 15: Power efficiency vs. VLDO
(VIN=0.8V & ILOAD=3mA) for different Vlogic.


























































































Fig. 13: Measured load regulation.
Fig. 11: Measured VCO frequency and gain with varying VCTL.
Fig. 10: Simulated Bode plot of the open-
loop system illustrating more than 80deg
phase margin even at light load.
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Figure 2.6: Phase difference based continuous-time digital LDO.
or digital codes [10] for distributed micro-regulators to achieve sub 10mV load regulation
accuracy at low dropout voltage of less than 100mV. Each micro-regulator used a current
mode charge pump based sense amplifier to turn on/off a PMOS transistor to regulate the
output voltage. This micro-regulator can be interpreted as a continuous time bang-bang
control based digital LDO. The design achieved high performance but suffered from a very
low current efficiency of 77.5%. The more recent version employed in power8 processor
showed improvement and a power efficiency of 90.5% [10].
2.1 Impact of this Thesis Research
The digital LDO built as a part of this research meets the requirements of digital load
circuits and the hybrid LDO me ts the requirements of both digital and analog load circuits
[43, 23]. Following the literature survey chronologically, the digital LDO presented in
chapter 3 was published at this time. This design captured the operational fundamentals of
a digital LDO and has spawned further research after its publication. A brief description of
these follow-up designs by both industry and academia is provided to help the reader get
an updated perspective on the research in this direction.
Among the most notable recent publications is the digital LDO built in 22nm CMOS by
14
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Fig. 5. Distributed regulator with multiple comparator-based UREGs sup-
plying current to common power grid.
comparators are also connected locally, so the UREGs respond
to the regulated output voltage in their vicinity of the grid. A
distributed regulator system offers a few key benefits. If the
UREGs are placed close to the various load circuits that they
power, relatively little current needs to be redistributed through
the grid, and the associated IR drops can be minimized. As an
example, in the DDR3 I/O application, simulations with an ex-
tracted RC model of the Vout power grid show that if a single
(centrally located) regulator were employed, the errors due to
IR drops could be as high as 22 mV under maximum load con-
ditions, whereas such errors are reduced to only 2.4 mV with
the distributed system developed in this work. Another advan-
tage of distributed regulation is that the power dissipated in the
passgates is more evenly spread across the chip [15]; this advan-
tage becomes especially valuable if the distributed regulator is
scaled up to handle a much larger load current (e.g., 1 A) than
that of the present application (42 mA maximum). Since both
the sense point and output of each UREG are connected locally,
an ultra-fast load response time can be maintained without con-
cern for RC wire delay and without the power penalty of dis-
tributing a fast passgate control signal over an appreciable dis-
tance. As the number of UREGs is increased (and their spacing
decreased), the impedance between any spot on the power grid
and the nearest actively regulated node drops, so the entire grid
becomes more tightly regulated. On the other hand, due to the
overhead of the high-speed comparators, using many smaller
UREGs is less area- and power-efficient than using a few larger
UREGs.
Adopting a distributed regulator architecture introduces some
challenges, the most serious of which is the problem of load
sharing. If, as indicated in Fig. 5, the UREGs have different
input-referred offsets, they will not agree what the regulated
output voltage should be. Assuming the error amplifiers have
high gain, a UREG which desires a higher value of Vout may
turn on its passgate to the maximum capacity, while a UREG
which desires a lower value of Vout may shut off its passgate
completely. Thus, the load sharing among UREGs may become
extremely imbalanced, and current hogging can lead to local hot
spots and electromigration problems. Imbalanced load sharing
also impairs the ability of the distributed regulator to respond
to local disturbances, as UREGs which have already turned on
their passgates fully cannot provide additional current to the
grid when the local regulated voltage drops. Providing an ac-
curate reference voltage to each UREG is another challenge.
Including a separate reference voltage generator inside each
Fig. 6. Dual-loop architecture of distributed regulator system.
Fig. 7. Waveforms illustrating how outer feedback loop adjusts VCP in order
to bring Vout to desired target level.
UREG is costly in area, and mismatches between different ref-
erence voltages can exacerbate load sharing problems. Trans-
mitting a global reference voltage to every UREG is a better
idea, but care must be taken to avoid picking up noise or IR
drops along the distribution wires. An alternative to providing
an accurate reference voltage to each UREG is to employ the
dual-loop architecture described in the next section; this archi-
tecture also solves the problem of load sharing.
III. DESIGN OF DISTRIBUTED REGULATOR SYSTEM
A. Dual-Loop Architecture
Fig. 6 presents the dual-loop architecture of the distributed
regulator system implemented in this work. Eight comparator-
based UREGs supply current to a common power grid for Vout.
The UREGs do not receive an accurate DC reference voltage.
Instead, the trip point of the comparator inside each UREG is
tuned with a local charge pump (CP). A central voltage regulator
controller (VREGC) provides feedback to the charge pumps in
the form of UP/DOWN currents. This outer feedback loop es-
tablishes the dc accuracy of the regulator. VREGC compares
Vout at a sense point on the power grid to a bandgap reference
(BGR) and adjusts the ratio of UP current to DOWN current
so that the charge pump voltage (VCP) of each UREG moves
in the direction necessary to reduce the DC error. The heart of
VREGC is a high-gain transconductance (Gm) amplifier. A re-
sistor digital-to-analog converter (RDAC) placed between the
Figure 2.7: Dual-loop micro-regulators based LDO system for fine-grain power manage-
ment.
Int l [11]. It builds on a similar design methodology as the digital LDO presented in chapter
3. It specifically utilizes a digital LDO to achieve low supply voltage and low dropout
operation to extend the operational range of a switched capacitor based voltage converter.
To further establish the relevance of the digital LDO, this design uses the power switches
already in place to enable power gating of digital load circuits resulting in minimum area
overhe .
Similarly, another recent design by Samsung [44] builds a dual-loop LDO utilizing
control methodology like SMC (presented in chapter 8) paving the way for commercial de-
ployment of digital LDOs in mobil applic tions. T is design showed very good transient
and steady- tate p rformanc but its voltage operational ra e is limited to only one operat-
ing point to guarantee uniform performance through the complete load current range. Yang
et. al [45] used an asynchronous shift register based control stage and increased the load
current range of the digital LDO by employing an array of output power transistors with
multiple sizes. Although this increases the control latency due to the increased controller
complexity but allows a good balance between transient performance and steady-state volt-
age accuracy.
Instead of using a global clock to synchronize the controller operation, [46] uses an
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event based design using a level-crossing ADC to sample the output voltage continuously
and control a quantized power stage. The design shows limited operational range in terms
of load current given the lack of adaptation but provides a continuous-time implementation
of a low supply voltage digital LDO. This event based detection saves clock power con-
sumption but increases the design overhead to ensure that the level-crossing ADC dynamic
range is larger than the expected voltage range.
Commercial processors incorporating similar digital LDO topology as presented in
chapter 3 are available by the time this dissertation research concluded. Most notable
among these designs are the high performance processor designs from AMD [13] and Or-
acle [3].
Complex controllers have also emerged over the last few years which incorporate multi-
bit ADCs and multi-size power stage quantization to enable different trade-offs on LDO
metrics. [47] uses a binary sized power stage to enable fast transient recovery and switches
to continuous time control of a small power MOSFET to achieve small ripple during steady-
state. The design performs well for small current ranges (a few mA) but suffers from
large overshoot if the load current range is extended to a scale of tens of mA. This is
because in case of a small load current step, the minimum action switches a large power
MOSFET (binary sized) at the beginning of the control action creating a large mismatch
between the load and source current. [48] uses a multi-sized, quantized power stage to
achieve PID action and implements strength adaptation to reduce the limit cycle oscillations
(first established in this thesis research) resulting in small ripple during the steady-state.
This design shows a large operational range but requires multiple clock cycles to achieve
complete settling.
Given the effectiveness of using a digital LDO for digital load circuits, several other
designs can be found in the recent literature which follow similar design concepts for their
specific application. A common denominator in these designs is the necessary requirement
of controller adaptation with changing load conditions to enable a large operational range
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of the digital LDO. This finding can be attributed as one of biggest research contribution of
this thesis. The hybrid LDO topology has been recently published and its impact cannot be
gauged at the time of publication of this dissertation.The author would like to mention that
recently there has also been a trend to incorporate biased power stage inside the design of
a digital LDO. Although this might be suitable for certain applications but these LDOs fail




DIGITAL LDO WITH ADPATIVE CONTROL
Digital LDO in its most basic construction is a discretized version of a basic analog LDO
as shown in chapter 1. The error amplifier in analog LDO is replaced with a clocked
comparator which makes a digital binary decision of whether the regulated voltage (VREG)
is larger or smaller than a reference voltage (VREF) and turns off or on, respectively, one of
the power transistors in an array of power transistors to achieve regulation (VREG=VREF).
This baseline digital LDO was first proposed by Okuma et al. [18].
Despite their potential advantages in providing fine-grained voltage regulation, the
baseline digital LDOs suffer from slow transient response to large load current steps and
suffers from degraded steady-state stability if transient response is improved. This trade-
off is due to their synchronous and quantized construction. Furthermore, the sampling
frequency of the digital LDO (as discussed in Section 2) controls its damping constant.
Under a wide load range, the control loop can become power inefficient, heavily under-
damped and even unstable. We address these two critical challenges, namely; transient
performance and loop stability in this chapter and propose a digital LDO with adaptive
control for ultra-wide dynamic range and temporary reduced stability for fast large-signal
transient response.
The LDO macro fabricated in a 0.13µm LP CMOS technology features greater than
80% current efficiency across a 50x current range, and 8x improvement in transient per-
formance (over the baseline design) in response to large load current steps which occur
during wake up and clock gating/un-gating among other large power state transitions of
digital circuits. The baseline design comprises of a barrel shifter that digitally controls
128 identical output PMOS transistors to provide regulation. To provide high efficiency
with target stability under a large current range, we employ autonomous adaptation of the
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Figure 3.1: Fully-digital low-dropout (DLDO) regulator with digitally programmable loop
gain and fine-grained clock gating.
clock frequency (FS) with changes in the load current. Similarly, to overcome the reduced
small-signal gain offered by the output PMOS array working in triode region, we intro-
duce reduced dynamic stability as a design technique for fast transient response. The idea
is to temporarily make the control loop marginally stable when a large load step occurs.
It makes the system more agile and fast without compromising the run-time stability and
enables high transient performance. The test-chip measurements corroborate the models as
described later in this manuscript.
The outline of rest of the chapter is as following. In section 1, the baseline design
of the LDO macro is described with its linear transient control model and steady-state
behavior. In section 2, implementation of the autonomous adaptation circuit is elaborated.
It is followed by an introduction to the concept of reduced dynamic stability (RDS) and
its implementation in section 3. Section 4 presents measurement results from a prototype
test-chip and a comparison with competing designs.
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3.1 Baseline Design
The baseline design of the digital LDO is presented in fig. 3.1. The design consists of
three major sections. The first section samples the output voltage and is implemented with
a single-bit comparator. It is followed by a digital control section implemented through
a barrel shifter. Finally, the output power MOSFET (PMOS) array provides load current
and performs regulation [49]. A clocked sense-amplifier based comparator with an output
latch [50] functions as a single-bit comparator. If output voltage (VREG) is greater than
VREF, the comparator outputs a high (1) on the positive clock edge and a low (0) otherwise.
As compared to a clock-less op-amp based comparator, this topology offers performance
adaptation based on changing the clock frequency and reduces static power consumption.
The output from the comparator gives the shift direction to a 128-bit bi-directional barrel
shifter. This barrel shifter has a modular design to allow both externally programmable
gain and fine grained clock gating. If VREG is below VREF, more PMOS transistors are
turned on translating into a right shift operation. Otherwise, a left shift is performed to
turn off PMOS transistors. The barrel shifter is scan programmable and provides a shift of
1,2, or 3 PMOS transistors in a single clock cycle. To reduce the propagation delay of the
control signal, double clock edge triggering is employed. The comparator samples at the
positive clock edge and the barrel shifter updates on the following negative clock edge. The
magnitude of the shift in the barrel shifter serves as a gain control knob in the forward path
of the LDO as we will explain later. The barrel shifter is implemented using two levels of
signal multiplexing followed by a flip-flop. The first level of MUX allows a shift of 0, +2,
-2 and the second level of MUX gives 0, +1, -1 to realize a complete shift range of -3, -2,
-1, 0, 1, 2, 3. Here + and - define right and left shifts, respectively. Register programmable
control signals MUX1, MUX2 are used to set the shift magnitude. This has been shown in
fig. 3.2a.
Since the barrel shifter accounts for the largest digital part of the LDO and dominates
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Figure 3.2: (a) Externally programmable 128 bit barrel shifter with 32 bit sections clock
gating. (b) Sliding clock gating signal generation.
the overall clock load, a fine-grained clock gating is implemented to enhance power effi-
ciency of the overall system. The 128-bit barrel shifter is divided into four 32-bit sections,
which are clock gated in a sliding manner. Barrel shifter outputs are tapped from the
boundary flip-flops of the 32-bit sections to generate enable signals for each 32-bit section,
as shown in fig. 3.2b. For the maximum shift of 3, clock gating enables the next section
as soon as ((Lx32)-3)th PMOS turns on for an increasing load current. Here L represents
the enabled section and can be 1, 2, 3, 4. Similarly, for a decreasing load current, a lower
section is enabled as soon as ((Lx32)+3)th PMOS turns off. This sliding logic keeps the
relevant sections of the barrel shifter enabled while keeping the rest clock gated. In the
worst case, a maximum of two sections are enabled if the load conditions demand that
PMOS transistors at the boundary of these two sections are on.
The power output stage comprises of 128 PMOS transistors which are operated in tri-
ode mode thus realizing a fully digital LDO implementation. The PMOS are equally sized
with a width of 400nm and a length of 120nm each. The array can provide a maximum
current of 4.6mA for a dropout of 200mV with VIN=1.0V. Scan programmable NMOS load
transistors are implemented in the baseline design to achieve different values of steady
state load current. To analyze the transient performance of the LDO, another set of scan
programmable but externally triggered NMOS transistors are used for creating large, pro-
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Figure 3.3: Second order discrete time transient model with open loop transfer function for
the baseline design.
grammable and high-speed voltage droops. In the current design, a total capacitance of
approximately ∼900pF is placed at the output node to mimic the capacitance offered by
supply distribution grid (using metal routing) and a digital functional unit load [42]. In
the next two subsections, we present both a linearized model for transient analysis and a
non-linear model for steady-state analysis of the digital LDO. These models have been pre-
sented in detail in [49] and [21] and are reported here briefly for the sake of completion and
understanding the trends in measured data. Experimental results in Section 4 demonstrate
the validity of these models.
3.1.1 Transient Behavioral Model
The presented LDO design employs synchronous operation and as such its linear small
signal model is represented in the z-domain to account for discrete-time digital control and
operation. (see fig. 3.3).
The ADC or the single bit comparator acts as a voltage sampler and converts the con-
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tinuous time error signal to its discrete time representation e*.
e∗ = VREF (nT )− VOUT (nT ) (3.1)
The barrel shifter acts as a discrete time integrator and in its simplest implementation has
α = 1. The output of the shifter, which is a thermometer coded digital word (D(nT))
represents the number of pull-up PMOS that are on at a time instance, nT, where T is the
period of the sampling ADC Clock. It can be written as
D(nT ) = αD((n− 1)T ) +KDIGITALe((n− 1)T ) (3.2)
Here KDIGITAL is the overall gain of the digital control loop and is set by the pro-
grammable gain of the barrel shifter which controls its step-size. From Eq. 3.2 the transfer
function D(z) is:
D(z) = KDIGITALe(z)/(z − α) (3.3)
The output of the shifter controls the number of PMOS that are turned on, and thus inter-
faces with a continuous time plant (power MOSFETs and the load). This can be modeled
as a zero-order hold (ZOH) cascaded with a first-order plant whose output pole, a, is given
by the load circuit. The s-domain model for ZOH followed by the plant is:








Using Eq. 3.4, the corresponding P(z) in z-domain can be represented as
P (z) =
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(3.6)
Here T = 1/FS is the time period of the sampling clock of the digital control. The plant
load frequency (a) can be described as:
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and N is the total number of pull-up
PMOS transistors.
As can be observed in Eq. 3.6, the poles are located at z = α and z = e−aT . Using






As evident from 3.6, one of the poles comes from the discrete integration at the unit
circle boundary and the position of the other pole is given by both the load (FLOAD=a) and
the sampling (FS) frequencies. A decreasing load current at iso-FS, decreases FLOAD which
brings the poles closer together on the real axis. In z-domain this is equivalent to a decrease
in the phase margin of the overall system. Therefore, the step response exhibits a higher
overshoot and decreased damping resulting in an under-damped response. Similarly, an in-
crease in the load current makes the whole system over-damped and shows greater stability
but slower transient performance. This phenomenon is illustrated by the pole-zero plots
and their equivalent load step responses (simulation criteria reported in the figure caption),
as shown in fig. 3.4. On the other hand, increasing FS enhances the transient performance
of the whole system but equivalently, the system becomes under-damped. For extremely
light load conditions, the system can become highly under-damped and eventually unsta-
ble. This motivates us to use an adaptive FS, which can track FLOAD during run-time such
that the ratio (FLOAD/FS) is bounded and a target stability margin can be achieved across
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Figure 3.4: Simulations showing a decrease in phase margin for a 1mA load step
with a constant FS=50MHz for three different initial load conditions. I(Heavy)=5mA,
I(Nominal)=1mA, I(Light)=100µA.
a wide dynamic range of load current conditions. The design details will be discussed in
section 2. By similar arguments, a faster rise time and recovery from voltage droops of the
output voltage can be achieved with an increased KBARREL as illustrated from simulation
results in fig. 3.5.
It should be mentioned here that the exact value of KPLANTDC is a function of load cur-
rent, load capacitance and the power stage transconductance. All these parameters are
subject to change under a load transient event. Therefore, identification of exact value of
KPLANTDC to establish stability bounds can only be inferred using SPICE simulations.
3.1.2 Steady State Dynamics
The transient behavior model helps in understanding the LDO response to step changes in
VREF and ILOAD. This linear model is inadequate in understanding the steady state behavior
of a digital LDO which exhibits limit cycle oscillations. A detailed model is derived and
analyzed in chapter 4 both theoretically and experimentally. The major insights from that
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Figure 3.5: A faster rise but increased overshoot is observed in simulations with increasing
KBARREL. Here the initial load is 1mA and FS=20MHz.
model are summarized here.
For a constant ILOAD and FS, a voltage ripple is observed at the regulated output voltage.
Since, the PMOS transistors are operated as switches at a constant clock frequency, a num-
ber of these PMOS transistors turn on and off periodically in steady-state. The number of
PMOS transistors turning on and off periodically is referred to as the mode of oscillation
(n). The Nyquist criterion is then applied to develop necessary conditions on the exis-
tence of different modes of limit cycle oscillation. Interested readers are pointed to [21] or
chapter 4 for more details on the model, and the key implications will be discussed here.
As the sampling frequency, FS, increases (for iso-FLOAD) the mode of oscillation in-
creases. One of the consequences of an increased mode of limit cycle oscillation is a
potential increase in the output ripple. However, the ripple is not a direct function of n.
As long as the mode of oscillation remains unchanged a larger value of FS/FLOAD tends to
decrease the ripple due to the filtering action of the output pole. However, with increasing
FS/FLOAD, the mode of oscillation itself increases discretely. This leads to discrete jumps
in the ripple voltage as described in [21] and will be discussed in Section 4. A theoretical
analysis on existence and bounds of limit cycle oscillations in discrete-time digital LDOs
with experimental verification is detailed in chapter 4.
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3.1.3 Model Analysis
Based on the behavioral models for both transient and steady state performance of the dig-
ital LDO, the following challenges of a baseline design can be ascertained. 1) Although
a high FS results in faster transient response but it renders the system under-damped. It
exhibits loss of phase margin and results in large overshoot of the regulated voltage with
slow settling. This leads us to the notion of keeping FS/FLOAD bounded for a more consis-
tent transient response across a wide dynamic range of operation. 2) A high FS/FLOAD is
responsible for a higher mode of limit cycle oscillation. However, as FS/FLOAD increases,
the filtering action of the output pole tends to reduce the overall ripple. Conversely, at low
FS/FLOAD the output ripple due to the limit cycle becomes prominent. Both of these fac-
tors dictate that FS with respect to a given output pole (FLOAD) needs to be bounded. This
motivates the need for adaptation to enable wide dynamic range of operation. Simulations
reveal that an FS/FLOAD ratio of 5 to 10 provides an optimal trade-off between response time
and over-shoot/phase-margin under constant load conditions [22].
3.2 Adaptation of Sampling Frequency with Changes in the Quiescent Point
In the current design, we perform an autonomous adaptation of FS to ensure a consistent
damping while maintaining a small ripple during steady state across the complete load
range. As the load current is detected, it is used to select one of the three sampling clock
frequencies FHIGH, FNOM, FLOW once a steady state is established. These frequencies are
generated through two current starved voltage controlled ring oscillators. VCO1 provides
FLOW and FNOM through its long and small chains, respectively, whereas VCO2 provides
FHIGH and FTRANSIENT. FTRANSIENT is used for large load transient events as explained later
in section 3. These VCOs provide tight frequency control with small power consumption
and require no level shifting. The control voltages are accessible to the pads that allow us
to calibrate FS. The 128-bit output PMOS array is divided into three regions representing
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Figure 3.6: Autonomous adaptation of sampling frequency (FS) across a wide dynamic
range using current starved VCOs with steady state ILOAD detection and corresponding FS
adaptation timing diagram.
ILIGHT, INOM and IHEAVY load conditions. ILIGHT is classified until PMOS-45 turns on. INOM
extends to PMOS-85 from PMOS-45 and IHEAVY starts from PMOS-85. The steady state
ILOAD detector takes the control signals from bit-45 and 85 of the barrel shifter. A change on
any one of these control signals indicates a change of steady state load region and creates
a reset pulse for a 4-bit ripple carry adder. This adder is running from an external clock
running at 5MHz controlled through an I/O pad. The time of a 4-bit ripple carry adder to
saturation serves as an incubation period for steady state establishment whereas; a reset
pulse before the adder saturates indicates a transient event. Once saturated, the adder stops
and an appropriate FS is selected to maintain a bounded FS/FLOAD. The FS adaptation design
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is added to the baseline as illustrated in fig. 3.6 with a representative timing diagram. The
inclusion of incubation period through the adder decouples the fast regulation loop from
the slow FS adaptation to keep the system stable. The classification of the load current into
high, nominal and low is based on a linear division of the total load range. It doesnt require
any additional current detection hardware. Without loss of generality, other non-linear
divisions are also possible.
3.3 Reduced Dynamic Stability (RDS) based Fast Transient Control
A lower FS saves controller power and maintains small signal stability. However, dig-
ital load circuits undergo very large and infrequent load transients (during power/clock
gating/un-gating). To address the limited run-time gain of the digital LDO, we introduce
reduced dynamic stability (RDS) as a solution to improve large signal transient response.
RDS is based on the notion of switched mode control, where the control loop can discretely
switch from a stable, damped behavior to a quasi-stable behavior when the error voltage
crosses a predetermined threshold (∆). The main objective of RDS is to create a system
response which combines faster rise time of an under-damped behavior and non-oscillatory
settling of an over-damped behavior. To the authors knowledge this is the first application
of switched mode control in PoL linear regulation. Thus, for large voltage droops, the
system switches to a fast FS (under-damped) at a threshold (VREF-∆−) and comes back to
slow FS (over-damped) once VREG is within some threshold (∆) of VREF as conceptually
illustrated by fig. 3.7.
A digital LDO allows a seamless implementation of RDS with minimal overhead of
circuit complexity. Fast droop and overshoot detectors based on sense-amplifier based
clocked comparators are placed in parallel with the basic comparator of the baseline design
as shown in fig. 3.8. VREG is compared against a threshold (∆) above and below VREF and
identifies an overshoot or droop. As soon as VREG falls below VREF-∆, the droop detector
selects a very fast sampling clock (FTRANSIENT) available from VCO2 ensuring a fast recov-
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Figure 3.7: Conceptual representation of temporary stability trade-off for enhanced tran-
sient performance using RDS.
Figure 3.8: Droop and overshoot detectors detect large load transients. In response, a
faster sampling clock and higher loop gain are enabled for faster recovery from droops and
overshoots.
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Figure 3.9: Chip micrograph, process and design specifications. The micrograph shows
1mm x 1mm which consists of the LDO and it shares the total 2mm2 area with another
experiment.
ery. As soon as VREG reaches back to VREF-∆, previously running steady state FS clock is
restored allowing a non-oscillatory return to the desired VREG. Similarly, an overshoot is
defined at a ∆ above VREG. In case of an overshoot due to a large load current decrease,
FTRANSIENT is enabled to ensure a fast return to the desired VREF. A smooth monotonic
return of the VREG to VREF is ensured by enabling the damped steady-state response of
the LDO. This is done by switching over to the previously running steady state FS clock
once the VREG reaches VREF+∆. Both upper and lower threshold voltages as well as the
target reference voltage are externally available on the pads. This allows us to calibrate the
threshold voltage (∆) for different drop-out voltages.
3.4 Test-chip Measurement Results
The digital LDO is designed and fabricated in IBM 0.13 µm 8-M LP CMOS (process
VTH≈420mV at VDS≈500mV) process. It occupies an active area of 0.355 mm2 with both
load capacitance and test load as shown in the chip micrograph of fig. 3.9. The LDO is
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Figure 3.10: Measured shmoo plot representing regulation range of the designed LDO.
Transistor VTH is measured at 420mV at VDS = 500mV. The white region shows regulation,
the grey region shows the region where regulation could not be obtained and the black
region shows an inoperable region where VIN<VREG.
capable of regulating the output voltage from 1.1 to 0.45 V from a VIN of 1.2 to 0.5 V with
a minimum dropout of 50 mV as illustrated in the Shmoo plot of fig. 3.10. The measured
process VTH is ∼420mV (at VDS=500mV) and thus we can obtain regulation down to the
near-threshold-voltage (NTV) region (VREG=1.07x of process VTH). The LDO is measured
to provide ILOAD from 4.6mA (maximum) down to 0.1µA (minimum). Both externally con-
trolled and scan programmable NMOS transistors are implemented as load. They are used
to generate both fast transient step currents and quiescent currents for complete characteri-
zation of slow adaptation and RDS across a wide dynamic range of load current. Fig. 3.11
illustrates the measured VCO frequency for the three steady state VCO loops (high, nom-
inal and low) as a function of the control voltage (VCONT). As adaptive selection of FS is
employed, a representative oscilloscope capture (fig. 3.12) shows the autonomous change
of FS after an incubation time. Selection of FS should ensure a target settling time for small
load transients that happen during workloads on digital circuits in steady state operation.
Settling time (TS) of load conditions from ILIGHT, INOM and IHEAVY monotonically decreases
for increasing FS as the measurement results show in fig. 3.13a. For a target settling time,
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Figure 3.11: Measured VCO frequency with varying VCONT. VCONT is controlled and cali-
brated from an external pad.
Figure 3.12: Representative oscilloscope capture illustrating adaptation of FS with change
in the quiescent current.
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Figure 3.13: (a) Measured settling time (TS) for small voltage droops vs increasing FS for
multiple ILOAD conditions. (b) Frequency selection plot for iso-settling time performance
for ILOAD up to 3 mA using measurements. The different frequencies (as shown in the
graph) are selected via calibration of on-die VCOs whose control terminal is exposed to
the pads.
an adaptive FS ensures consistent performance across the load current range. From fig.
3.13a we note that for light load conditions, ILIGHT meets an iso-settling time constraint (of
1µs) with a smaller FS as compared to INOM and IHEAVY. With increasing VREG, a faster
transient response is often desired. We calibrated VCONT for three different settling time
constraints 0.75µs, 0.65µs, 0.5µs for VREG between 0.5V and 0.8V and the correspond-
ing frequencies are shown in fig. 3.13b. These represent current loads that create voltage
droops of 50mV.
Large voltage droops associated with power state transitions shows a slow recovery in
the baseline design motivating the use of RDS. A representative measured scope capture
is shown in fig. 3.14 which shows switching to and from FTRANSIENT resulting in a faster
settling as well as reduced droop and overshoot compared to the baseline case (∆=50mV).
During execution of a workload, the voltage transients on VREG is expected to be less than
50mV and this sets the boundary between steady-state regulation and large signal transients
[11]. Measured settling time for droops >50mV (in response to large current transients) is
shown in fig. 3.15. The settling time in the baseline design shows a concave behavior as
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Figure 3.14: Representative oscilloscope capture demonstrating RDS when a large voltage
overshoot (droop) occurs in response to a large load step down (up) in (a) and (b) ((c) and
(d)). In digital circuits these are infrequent events that occur during clock/power un-gating
(gating).
seen in fig. 3.15a. Initially, increasing FS decreases settling time as the system becomes
critically damped but eventually becomes under-damped and exhibits large overshoot when
FS increases further. RDS helps reshape this concave settling behavior and reduce the set-
tling time under large load steps (for a 2.1mA load step). Along with switching to the
transient frequency (FTRANSIENT∼400MHz), the barrel shifter gain is also set to its highest
scan programmable shift value (=3) to provide a high loop gain. Compared to the baseline
design an 8x improvement in the settling time is measured. The greater agility achieved
during the under-damped region of operation also helps in decreasing the overall voltage
droop (for iso-load-step). A worst case of 36% and a best case of 60% reduction in droop is
measured when RDS is used as compared to the baseline design (fig. 3.15b). Fig. 3.16 illus-
trates the measured settling-time with increasing FTRANSIENT and constant FS of 24MHz. We
note that the settling-time first decreases as FTRANSIENT increases. However, as FTRANSIENT
increases beyond an optimal value, the composite system becomes under-damped and goes
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Figure 3.15: Measured settling time, TS (for small droops) with adaptation for autonomous
choice of FS. (a) RDS allows 8x improvement in TS for large load transients and (b) 36%
to 60% reduction in VDROOP when compared to the baseline design.
through larger and larger overshoots. This happens even when the sampling frequency is
switched back once the output voltage reaches VREF∆. This overshoot can be decreased by
increasing ∆, which provides a trade-off between performance and the region of operation
when RDS is activated. For ∆=50 mV and steady state FS=24MHz, measurement results
(fig. 3.16) show that FTRANSIENT over 424 MHz exhibits under-damped response.
Fine grained clock gating helps achieve large decrease in controller power. These power
savings become higher as the operating frequency increases. Over 25% decrease in con-
troller power is measured at a VIN of 1V and over 50% is achieved for 0.75V at an FS of
95MHz and 65MHz respectively, as shown in fig. 3.17. A 46x load current range from
0.1µA (with a single PMOS turned on) up to 4.6mA is measured which shows regulation
across the entire dynamic range. This is shown in fig. 3.18 where the measured design
regulates from 1.1V down to 0.5V with a minimum dropout of 50mV. A measured load
regulation (fig. 3.18) of <10mV/mA is achieved. A worst case line regulation of 3.4% is
measured on VREG=0.55V for a VREG of 0.55V to 1V with VIN ranging from 0.64V to 1.2V
as illustrated in fig. 3.19a. Similarly, a tight regulation of <5% (at worst-case) under a
wide range of load switching frequency is measured as shown in fig. 3.19b. It should be
noted that measurement of load and line regulation are limited by the voltage ripple at the
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Figure 3.16: Measured settling time with varying FTRANSIENT for two different values of
KBARREL. Here the initial load current is 1mA, the lead step is 2mA and D=25mV. Optimal
settling is achieved for an FTRANSIENT∼425MHz when steady state FS=24MHz. We note
that for high KBARREL and FTRANSIENT>425MHz, the total system becomes underdamped
and the settling time starts increasing.
Figure 3.17: Measured controller power reduction with clock gating.
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Figure 3.18: Measured load regulation. The steady state ripple of ∼10mV limits the mea-
surement of load regulation.
Figure 3.19: (a) Measured line regulation for the LDO design. (b) Measured regulation
against load switching frequency. The steady state ripple of ∼10mV limits the measure-
ment of line-regulation and output voltage. The steady state ripple forms a part of the VCC
guard-band.
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Figure 3.20: (a) Measured supply rejection at 10MHz of supply noise (with a supply rip-
ple of 75mVp-p) as a function of the sampling frequency and (b) Measured voltage ripple
(maximum) measured for a wide range of FS. We note that for low FS, an increase in FS
causes increase in the mode of oscillation that leads to sudden jumps in the ripple voltage.
As FS increases, the output pole filters out the ripple noise and a residual ripple voltage of
10mV is noted at FS∼100MHz.
output which is inherent in the design. This does not limit the usefulness of such digital
LDOs in powering large digital circuits, as has been demonstrated in [11]. The supply re-
jection at 100MHz of supply ripple (with p-p ripple of 75mV) shows that an increasing FS
leads to higher loop gain and better supply rejection with a maximum measured rejection
of -16dB. This is shown in fig. 3.20a. We also measure the maximum voltage ripple during
steady-state as a function of FS (fig. 3.20b). For low FS, the ripple is large and we note
discrete jumps as the system switches to a higher mode of limit cycle oscillation. This
corroborates the theory that is discussed in Section IIB and [21]. With increasing FS, the
output pole tends to filter out the voltage ripple and an inherent ripple of ∼10mV is mea-
sured at FS=100MHz. Controller current measured through an ammeter connected between
an external power supply and controller supply pins shows a 4x improvement in current ef-
ficiency at light load conditions through adaptation when compared to the baseline design
(fig. 3.21). A comparative study with recently published data establishes that the current
design (Table. 3.1) is competitive in both power efficiency and performance.
A power efficiency figure of merit (FOM1), defined as the average current efficiency
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Figure 3.21: Measured current efficiency across the complete load range.
Table 3.1: Measured load regulation, current efficiency and performance.
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across a load range from IMAX to IMIN is >90%, compared to <56% for previously pub-
lished data where no load current based adaptation has been shown. RDS, which enables
a dynamic trade-off between instantaneous stability and transient response, provides ultra-
fast transient response with a discrete-time digital loop, without compromising the runtime
stability. FOM2 [14], normalized to the process node in a manner done in [51], shows that
the performance is comparable to its analog counterparts.
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CHAPTER 4
MODELING STEADY-STATE DYNAMICS OF A DIGITAL LDO
Although digital LDOs show acceptable transient performance and a wide parameteric de-
sign space, but in steady state the regulated output suffers from limit cycle oscillations [18].
In this chapter, we present a nonlinear sampled feedback control model to comprehend the
steady state dynamics of a discrete-time digital LDO. The bounds on different modes of
limit cycle oscillations under different design parameter constraints are calculated. We
propose a dead-zone controller to mitigate these limit cycles and illustrate the paramet-
ric design space. The circuit is simulated in a commercial IBM 130nm process design
kit (PDK) using H-SPICE and experimental verification is completed through a prototype
regulator built on a printed circuit board (PCB) with discrete components.
Section 1 represents the design of the digital LDO (DLDO) in simulation and on the
experimental PCB. Section 2 proposes and elaborates the steady state model to capture
inherent limit cycle dynamics verified through simulation as well as experiments. It also
explores the parametric design space for stability and performance. Finally, a variant of the
baseline design is presented in section 3 to mitigate limit cycles. All these sections contain
both simulation and hardware measurement results.
4.1 Design of a Discrete-Time Digital LDO
The proposed digital LDO consists of an analog to digital conversion stage which is a
single bit comparator in its simplest implementation. It is followed by a programmable gain
barrel-shifter which is a variable gain 128-bit shift register with each output bit connected
to a power MOSFET. As opposed to a single power MOSFET in analog LDOs, the output
power stage is discretized into smaller power MOSFETs (PMOS) as shown in fig. 4.1. In
its current implementation, the comparison of output regulated voltage (VOUT) against a
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Figure 4.1: Proposed discrete time digital LDO with embedded A/D converter, barrel
shifter and a PMOS array.
reference is synchronously obtained through a sense-amplifier based clocked comparator
shown in fig. 4.2. This clocked comparator improves power efficiency of the system by
obviating the need for a constant bias current in a clock-less version. During the negative
phase of the clock, nodes Va and Vb are charge to Vdd . A discharge race occurs during
the positive clock phase and depending on the voltage difference between the two inputs,
a decision is latched in a set-reset (SR) latch. The final output is a single-bit bi-directional
signal which increments or decrements the barrel shifter output. A programmable range
of +3 to -3 shifts is realized through a barrel shifter using two levels of mux presented
in fig. 4.3. If VOUT<VREF, a certain number of PMOS devices (NP) are turned on and if
VOUT>VREF a certain number of PMOS devices (NP) are turned off. NP is obtained from
the register-programmable variable gain of the barrel shifter and provides the forward gain
of the system (Kbarrel shifter). In the presented LDO, a variable gain ranging from +3 to -3
(sign represents the direction) is developed in a 128 bit barrel shifter which actuates a total
of 51.2µm wide PMOS array capable of delivering a maximum of 3.5 mA at a nominal
output voltage of 0.7V from a supply voltage of 1V. The complete circuit is developed and
simulated using IBM 130nm process design kit (PDK).
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Figure 4.2: Sense amplifier based comparator used as a single bit A/D converter for the
proposed LDO.
Figure 4.3: Design schematic of a 128-bit barrel shifter using 4x1 mux and latches to
provide programmable magnitude and direction of shift. Magnitude of gain is register
programmable and the direction is determined by the ADC output.
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Figure 4.4: Prototype DLDO printed circuit board.
4.1.1 Experimental Setup
An experimental setup using discrete ICs on a printed circuit board (PCB) is developed to
validate the digital LDO design, shown in fig. 4.4. An analog comparator followed by a
flip-flop acts as a synchronous comparator to realize the ADC stage. A cascade of 8 bit
shift registers forms a 64-bit barrel shifter capable of providing a gain of 1 PMOS/cycle.
Finally, an array of digital to analog converters (DAC) takes input from gates of the PMOS
array. DAC output is a measure of the number of on, off and switching PMOS devices in
the array. A programmable potentiometer with a fixed capacitance serves as a variable RC
load. Achieved regulation and response to an instantaneous load transient is shown in fig.
4.5 and 4.6 from HSPICE simulation and experimental setup, respectively.
4.2 Steady-state Nonlinear Sampled Feedback Control Model
Increasing the sampling clock frequency (Fs) improves the transient performance of the
LDO as shown by the decrease in rise time (Tr) illustrated in fig. 4.7; but it has been shown
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Figure 4.5: Regulation in response to a 1mA load step.
Figure 4.6: Measured load step and regulation on the DLDO PCB.
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Figure 4.7: Increased transient rise time (0 to 700mV step) performance with increasing
Fs.
Figure 4.8: Steady state ripple shows the existence of (a) mode-7 and (b) mode-11 limit
cycle oscillations.
to cause instability in the overall system dynamics if Fs is too high [49]. Therefore, the role
of Fs has to be qualitatively and quantitatively understood to ensure a reliable and stable
steady state response. Due to the inherent on-off control mechanism of a digital LDO, a
number of PMOS devices, called mode hereafter, switch periodically in the steady state and
give rise to limit cycles at the output. Fig. 4.8 confirms this oscillatory behavior of VOUT
through simulation results. Changing sampling or the load frequency changes the mode
of oscillation in the steady state. This behavior is verified through experiments where
a change in mode is observed using an array of DACs on the experimental PCB shown
in fig. 4.9. A linearized model at the operating point is insufficient in capturing these
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Figure 4.9: Measured output of DACs showing the existence of (a) mode-3 and (b) mode-4
oscillations. Fs/Fl<3 for both the measured scenarios.
oscillations; therefore, to accurately quantify the possible modes of limit cycle oscillations,
a steady state nonlinear sampled feedback model is developed, as shown in fig. 4.10.
The comparator exhibits the characteristics of an ideal relay with zero dead-time if any
offset is neglected. It is followed by an impulse sampler running at Fs modeling the ADC
stage. Synchronous triggering of the following barrel shifter adds a clock cycle delay in the
forward path. Since the barrel shifter accumulated the voltage error over clock cycles, it
acts like an ideal integrator. As the number of on PMOS remains constant during the inter-
sample period, the conversion of digital samples to continuous-time is modeled by a zero
order hold (ZOH). Finally, this number goes through a control to output transfer function,
thus converting the digital output of the barrel shifter to a resultant current through the
PMOS array (current of each PMOS device = IPMOS). This current actuates the load circuit.
The plant is modeled as a first-order low pass filter of the output RC load with a pole at
frequency Fl.
4.2.1 Model Development
A limit cycle induces a repetitive pattern at the output of the relay which gives a specific
VOUT ripple frequency for each mode. The bounds on a given mode n in terms of FsFl is
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Figure 4.10: Steady state model of the proposed LDO with ideal relay, a delay, an integrator
and a sample and hold (ZOH) followed by the load plant.
obtained by applying the Nyquist criterion on the feedback system evaluated at an induced
ripple frequency of ωs/(2n). Then for n number of PMOS to switch in steady state, a
mode-n oscillation is obtained if (4.1) is satisfied.
N(A, φ)L(jωs/2n) = −1 (4.1)
HereN(A, φ) represent the transfer characteristics of hard relay non-linearity andL(jωs/2n)
represents rest of the linear components in both the feed forward and feedback portions.
Describing function (DF) analysis is used to linearize the nonlinear relay [52]. Application
of DF analysis requires a single monotone as input to the relay. In our case, this is vali-
dated by the low pass filtering effect of the plant with Fs at least 5-10 times higher than Fl.








For mode-n to exist, the comparator makes a total of 2n decisions on n PMOS running at









All the switching PMOS at least switch once in 180◦. Since output of the relay is in terms
of discrete samples, the fundamental component of it is advanced in phase by (180/2n)◦











This integration is solved by a direct summation of the samples evaluated at time Ts and
ωs = 2π/Ts; For samples of amplitude M, this simplifies to






































6 30◦ − φ; 0 < φ < 60◦ (4.8)
The response function of rest of the linear portion comprises of cascaded transfer functions
given as
L(jω) = H(jω)Z(jω)S(jω) (4.9)
Here S represents the discrete integration with sampling delay, Z represents ZOH and H is



















Figure 4.11: Possible modes for increasing Fs/Fl with simulation and experimental results
superimposed.



























Finally, the linearized response function is evaluated using 4.11 which gives the bound on
Fs/Fl ratio for mode-n. As an example, mode-3 simplifies to
− tan−1 τπ
3T
− 60◦ − 90◦ + 30◦ − φ = −180◦ (4.12)
τπ
3T




< 1.65; 0 < φ < 60◦ (4.14)
Total feed forward gain per cycle is given by K =KbarrelIpmos and τ=1/Fl. Fig. 4.11 sum-
marizes the accuracy of the obtained model compared with simulation and experimental
results. The highlighted regions shows the possibility of existence of a given mode at a cer-
tain Fs/Fl value. The dynamic range of experimental setup allows verification till Fs/Fl=3.
The above analysis can capture Fs/Fl bounds for any equivalent design changes in the feed-
back loop following the exact analysis presented in this section. These bounds represent
the necessary conditions for a limit cycle to exist but may not be sufficient as amplitude
condition in Nyquist criterion also needs to be satisfied. If multiple modes are possible for
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Figure 4.12: Lmit cycle modes with increasing PMOS array quantization at two different
Fs.
a given Fs/Fl value, then the exact oscillation mode is determined by the forward gain in
the loop which is highly non-linear since a digital LDO output PMOS array is not biased as
current sources but rather switches with low gain but small on resistance. Nevertheless, the
theoretical model gives us the worst-case bounds of limit cycle oscillations against Fs/Fl
values.
4.2.2 The Role of Quantization of the PMOS Array
The size of each PMOS in the array plays an important role in determining the overall for-
ward path gain. It should be noted that an increase in the output ripple does not necessarily
mean an increase in mode. Following the amplitude requirement imposed on the existence
of a limit cycle by 4.11, an increase in IPMOS, with larger size of each PMOS of the array,
results in an increase in the forward path gain. This increases the VOUT ripple even though
the steady-state mode may only undergo negligible increase as verified by fig. 4.12. Due
to second order effects in IdVsd characteristics of the PMOS array, the gain is non-linear
and can be quantified through numerical simulations. Since there are a number of possible
modes of oscillations, the exact mode of oscillation in which the loop settles down under
given load conditions is a function of the forward-path gain. This trend is valid if Fs/Fl is
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Figure 4.13: Increasing ripple with larger PMOS array quantization.
not large. The overall array size is determined by the current requirements of the underly-
ing load; whereas, the array quantization is set by the ripple specification. For the current
design, a width of 750nm of each PMOS gives a maximum gain while remaining within
the ripple bound at a maximum specified Fs/Fl as depicted in fig. 4.13.
Similarly, increasing the capacitance at the output decreases output ripple but Fl de-
creases as well. This causes an increase in the mode of oscillation which may increase
the steady state ripple. Although the two trends oppose each other but ultimately ripple
changes the drop-out on the PMOS array which determines the forward gain. A lower rip-
ple translates into an overall lower loop gain which prevents further increase in the mode.
It should also be mentioned that the overall DLDO loop presents two distinct quantiza-
tion stages. The first one is the input sampling stage, where a clocked comparator presents
a hard quantization of the sampled input. The output stage, consisting of the PMOS ar-
ray presents the second quantization. Since the number of quantization levels available at
the output is significantly higher than at the input, the quantization noise introduced at the
input by the comparator dominates the overall non-linearity in the loop. Hence, it is not
surprising that the sampling frequency plays a significant role in the limit cycle dynamics,
whereas the PMOS array has a less prominent role in determining the mode of limit cycle
oscillations under a realistic size of each PMOS in the array.
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Figure 4.14: Proposed variant of baseline DLDO with dead-zone A/D converter, barrel
shifter and a PMOS array.
Figure 4.15: Steady-state model for the digital LDO with deadzone.
4.3 Dead-zone Controller for Reduced Steady-state Ripple
The gain provided by the relay based non-linearity is a function of both amplitude and
phase of the input sampled signal. Decreasing this gain enhances the stability of the system
which results in reducing or eliminating the limit cycle oscillations. This can be achieved
by introducing a dead-zone in the comparator stage by using two comparators in tandem,
followed by a shift logic block that produces the direction as well as a clock enable for the
barrel shifter. Fig. 4.14 gives the detailed system level design of the dead-zone DLDO.
The two clocked comparators in the ADC stage can provide both a symmetric and non-
symmetric dead-zone around VREF . Shift logic in the barrel shifter is temporarily disabled
when VOUT is within the dead-zone. This not only helps in removing the steady state oscil-
lations but also saves dynamic power consumed in a continuously clocked barrel shifter.
An equivalent steady state model, devised following the same procedure adopted before, is
shown in fig. 4.15. A relay with dead-zone captures the steady state dynamics of the two
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Figure 4.16: Increasing dead-zone (a-d) removes steady state oscillations at the cost of the
accuracy of DC regulation.
Figure 4.17: Trend of decreasing steady state voltage ripple with increasing dead-zone.
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comparator ADC stages. The summation of samples in 4.6 during the dead-zone results
in zero. Therefore, the forward-path gain is reduced as the size of dead-zone increases
(Kforwardα1/∆). This helps to remove the limit cycle oscillations as illustrated by simu-
lation graphs in fig. 4.16 and 4.17. However this limits accuracy of the DC load and line
regulation, and the accuracy decreases for increasing the dead-zone voltage. Thus the dead-
zone provides a design trade-off between the steady-state output ripple and the steady-state
error (i.e., the difference between VREF and VOUT) and also acts as a powerful knob to in-
crease current efficiency of the regulator under suitable load conditions where a bounded
steady-state error is tolerable.
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CHAPTER 5
PROACTIVE CONTROL OF DIGITAL LDO
Run-time adaptation knobs of operational frequency and power transistor quantization size
in a digital LDO allow us the opportunity to instantaneously change the operational capa-
bility of the LDO. Such knobs can be controlled through software or hardware to provide a
wide operational range. It allows us to achieve optimum balance of power and performance
across power saving and high performance modes of digital load circuits.
In this chapter, we explore through simulations and measurements (test-chip micro-
graph shown in fig. 5.1), the notion of gain-boosting through run-time operational fre-
quency tuning in a digital regulator with reactive and proactive control, to minimize droops
during large load steps. The major contributions of this part of the thesis are (a) Measured
demonstration of the effectiveness of proactive software control to enhance LDO transient
performance under large voltage droops and (b) PSR modeling of all-digital LDOs and gain
boosting to enhance PSR performance against supply noise.
The design and general trade-offs of an all-digital linear regulator are reviewed in Sec-
tion 1. A comparison of reactive and proactive control for mitigating power supply rejection
is carried out in Section 2. Section 3 presents a power supply rejection model used to an-
alyze the underlying regulator and performance adaptation through gain boosting. Both
Figure 5.1: (a) Multiple on-chip power domains with embedded point-of-load digital
LDOs. (b) Chip micrograph showing two voltage domains. (c) Chip specification table
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Section 2 and 3 provide measurement results from the test chip.
5.1 Baseline Design
A dual clock edge all-digital LDO is presented in fig. 5.1a. The design consists of a digital
control section comprising of a clocked comparator followed by a shift register and an array
of 128 controlled PMOS pass devices. The second-order closed loop gain of the LDO is
a function of the sampling clock frequency (FS), as has been discussed extensively in pre-
vious chapters. The design of the LDO follows the same topology as described in chapter
4. An increasing FS (relative to the location of the output pole, FLOAD=1/(k.RLOAD.CLOAD)),
takes the system from an over-damped to underdamped response. Further, the hard quan-
tization of the comparator and the finite quantization of the PMOS array introduce steady-
state limit cycle oscillations and hence an output ripple, which is a hallmark of digital regu-
lators. A higher FS increases the limit cycle oscillation which can lead to higher steady-state
ripple; hence, the ratio of FS/FLOAD needs to be bounded. In the current design a nominal FS
(FNOMINAL) of 20MHz was selected. Since FS plays a critical role in the overall closed-loop
gain of the system, it also provides a unique opportunity to enable real-time and almost
instantaneous gain boosting in a digital regulator in response to a large load step. In this
chapter, we explore such a paradigm through measurements on a silicon chip fabricated in
a CMOS 130nm IBM process (fig. 5.1b, c) and demonstrate the efficacy of gain boosting
in digital regulators. Clock gating, an effective method of power saving in digital load cir-
cuits, is commonly used in industrial designs. However, going into (coming out of) a clock
gated mode from (to) normal operation, creates very large load transients and lead to large
overshoots (voltage droops) in the logic circuit (fig. 5.2a). The corresponding response
time of the supply regulator, hence, is critical, and limits how often clock gating can be
employed.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Conventional design showing supply droops/overshoots in response to clock
gating/un-gating. (b) Forewarning signal provides proactive gain boosting in digital regu-
lators.
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Figure 5.3: Oscilloscope captures showing purely reactive and proactive gain boosting
under iso-load steps (2mA step). Here FSAMPLING=FS has a nominal value of 20MHz.
5.2 Proactive vs Reactive Control
In traditional design, regulators (analog or digital) are feedback circuits that react to changes
in the output voltage by regulating the current to the load. A higher closed loop gain (within
the bounds of stability) can achieve faster regulation. Unlike analog regulators, in a digital
regulator, the loop dynamics (particularly gain and system poles) can be controlled by FS,
and sudden current demands can be satisfied by gain-boosting even at low currents (volt-
ages). In our design, gain boosting is achieved by employing an undershoot and overshoot
detector which compares the output voltage with VREF±∆ such that whenever an under-
shoot or overshoot is detected, a higher FS is employed and a faster recovery and lower
supply droop/overshoot is achieved at iso-load step (fig. 5.3).
Test-chip measurements of such a reactive scheme demonstrate significant improve-
ments in both the transient time and magnitude of the droop for different values of ∆,
for two different values of the boosted regulator frequency (FBOOST) (fig. 5.4a, b). As
opposed to this purely reactive scheme, a load-regulator co-design can enable a proactive
approach in droop mitigation. In most digital designs, information about large transient
events, like clock gating/un-gating is available a few clock cycles in advance from the mi-
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Figure 5.4: (a,b) Measured droop reduction and settling time for reactive control. (c,d)
Measured droop reduction and settling time at iso load-step conditions. The nominal FS is
called FNOMINAL.
croarchitecture/software stack [53]. Clock gating during a cache miss in a microprocessor,
or refreshing a display in a mobile device are examples of workloads with very predictable
and deterministic clock gating/un-gating patterns. Since the microarchitecture state is ex-
pected to have visibility into the system over several clock cycles, a forewarning signal can
be issued before the actual clock gating/un-gating is enabled. Such a forewarning signal can
be propagated to the digital LDO in a feed-forward path. It can, then, allow the regulator to
preemptively switch to higher gain, to reduce an impending voltage droop. The earlier this
warning signal is propagated to the LDO, the lesser the droop and the settling times are (fig.
5.4c,d). From silicon measurements, we note a saturating trend when the warning signal is
available more than 100ns in advance. We see large benefits with a forewarning signal that
arrives 10ns-100ns before the actual load step, which is equivalent to 10-100 clock cycles
in a 1GHz processor and is in the realm of prediction from the microarchitecture [53].
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5.3 Power Supply Noise Rejection and Gain-boosting to Reduce Cross-domain Sup-
ply Noise
In digital linear regulators, the power MOSFETs operate in a linear or triode region. This
leads to a lower power supply rejection (PSR), which is typically an acceptable trade-off
in digital load circuits. However, this leads to cross-domain noise coupling where supply
noise of a local grid can propagate through a shared voltage line (fig. 5.1) to adjacent grids.
In this section, we demonstrate (through theory and measurements) that the poor PSR in
digital LDOs can be compensated for by proactive gain boosting in adjacent (victim) power
grids when a large load transient in expected in an aggressor power grid. A behavioral
model to explain PSR can be best approximated in the steady state where all the on switches
of the PMOS array are contributing equal current to the output under a constant drop-out
voltage. Under such conditions, following the PSR shunt model of [54], we can model the
ZOUT at the output of the LDO as a parallel combination of shunt (≈ ZOUT/loopgain(LG))
and load impedance. Increasing FS increases LG which lowers the shunt impedance and
steers the noise current away from the load. At a decreased FS, the effect of shunting
impedance is reduced which decreases the closed loop gain and lowers the PSR.
5.3.1 Power Supply Rejection Model
In this subsection, we provide a mathematical framework which establishes the effect of
increasing FS on the power supply noise rejection performance of a digital LDO. With a
constant feedback factor (=1) and load (FLOAD), following the analysis carried out in chapter
3, LG of the LDO in z-domain is given as
LG(z) =
K(1− e−FLOAD/FS)
(z − 1)(z − e−FLOAD/FS)
(5.1)
Here K comes out to be a constant of proportionality which represents the gain of PMOS
devices. Under the constraint that FS is at least 5 to 10 times higher than FLOAD, a z to s
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Figure 5.5: PSR model showing shunt feedback path.
domain transformation is carried out using:
z = 1 + sTS (5.2)
where TS = 1/FS . Putting (5.2) in (5.1) gives
LG(s) =
K(1− e−FLOAD/FS)








By Taylor expansion and neglecting higher order terms, e−FLOADTS ≈ 1−FLOADTS . Then








PSR analysis is divided in to two different frequency regions.
Region I: In the first region s > 2πFLOAD and Region II: where s < 2πFLOAD. Follow-
ing fig. 5.5 [6], impedance looking downward into the load at the regulated output voltage
is given as:
ZPD = ZLOAD||ZSHUNT (5.6)
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In region I, value of LG is small as can be inferred from (5.5), therefore; ZPD is dominated
by the output pole. In this region, CLOAD dictates the PSR value. In region II, equation
(5.5) is used in (5.7) under the assumption that s << 2πFLOAD. It results in the following





From (5.8), it can be clearly inferred that with decreasing TS, ZSHUNT becomes smaller than
ZLOAD and shunts away the ripple current coming to the regulated output node from the





which shows that decreasing ZPD improves power supply rejection near DC at low fre-
quencies by using a higher FS as measured in fig. 5.6. The improvement in PSR in a
pro-active manner is further corroborated through measurements in the following section.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Measured PSR as a function of ripple and sampling frequencies. (b,c)
Measured voltage droop and settling time as a function of the forewarning time.
5.3.2 Cross Domain Proactive Regulation
With an injected supply noise of 85mVp-p, a measured PSR of 7.61dB is achieved when
the system is running at an FS of 54MHz and ILOAD of 2mA (fig. 5.7a). As Fs is further
increased the output noise falls below the noise floor caused by the steady state ripple. An
unwanted consequence of this, in a multi-core processor, is that load transients (due to clock
gating/un-gating) from one core can cause large voltage fluctuations in the shared incoming
voltage grid. The noise predominantly spreads at the resonant frequencies of the LC section
of the package and the package to chip interface. Due to the poor PSR of digital linear
regulators, a large portion of the noise can couple into adjacent cores (which are running
workloads) creating timing errors. The availability of a forewarning signal before clock
gating/un-gating can also be propagated to adjacent voltage grids to temporarily boost the
local regulator clock (FS) and provide an instantaneous boost in the PSR. This opportunistic
PSR adaptation comes at a minimal cost of increasing FS only during large load transitions.
It reduces the magnitude of the coupled noise and time to recover from the noise. With
warning signal propagated 10ns in advance to a noise event occurring in an adjacent load,
the proactive gain boosting achieves a 3x decrease in settling time and a 2x decrease in
voltage droop magnitude. If the forewarning signal is available well in advanced (> 10ns)
the transient performance of gain boosting saturates since the system is already operating at
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its highest rated performance. The measured results from the test chip showing the efficacy
of this run time adaptation are summarized in fig. 5.7(b,c).
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CHAPTER 6
CORE-LEVEL LOAD CURRENT DIGITAL LDO WITH ASYNCHRONOUS
NON-LINEAR CONTROL
Up till now, we have explored and designed digital LDOs capable of powering small digital
functional units that consume a few milli-amperes of load current. There is a need to scale
up the load current capability of digital LDOs to enable optimal voltage regulation of a
large voltage domain as expected in an industrial big chip. Thanks to its digital logic
synthesis and automated placement and routing, a digital LDO can enable per-core DVFS
in large microprocessors and systems-on-chip (SoC) designs at a low design complexity
and integration time. To this serve this end, this chapter showcases a digital LDO with load
current driving capability of up to 125mA enabling per-core voltage regulation. The design
allows maximum digital process flow synthesis, fast asynchronous sensing for transient
events and uses nonlinear control to achieve fast voltage droop mitigation.
In its basic form, a digital LDO discretizes both control and power stage by using clock
for synchronous sensing and turning on/off small power transistors instead of a single large
power transistor [18]. This quantized nature results in an inherent trade-off between the
transient and steady-state performance of a digital LDO [23]. A faster sampling clock
can improve transient performance against sudden load changes but during steady-state
it results in an increased voltage ripple due to limit cycle oscillations [21]. To decouple
steady-state response from transient performance, this chapter proposes the use of asyn-
chronously sensing load transients to separate it from steady-state operation. This obviates
the need for employing a fast clock to meet a transient specification significantly saving
power otherwise, expanded in fast clock generation and distribution. Secondly, to enable
ultra-fast voltage droop recovery, we employ non-linear control which results in maximum
droop mitigation against large load transients under limited decoupling capacitance budget.
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Figure 6.1: Architecture of the proposed digital LDO.
This topology is especially suitable for load circuits that can remain operational when reg-
ulated voltage is above or equal to the reference voltage as opposed to just being equal to
it. Both asynchronous sensing and nonlinear control are integrated in a basic digital LDO
topology to retain a wide operational current and voltage range.
The remaining chapter is written as follows. In section 1, we explain the motivation
and operation of asynchronous non-linear control. In section 2, the architecture and design
of the digital LDO are presented followed by measurement results from a test-chip built in
65nm CMOS process.
6.1 Motivation and Operation of Asynchronous Non-linear Control
6.1.1 Asynchronous Voltage Droop Detection
The operation of a basic digital LDO utilizes a master clock to sense and actuate power
transistors as shown in fig. 6.1. It has been well established that increasing clock frequency
at iso-load condition makes the LDO loop underdamped. It results in long settling time after
a load transient due to decreased phase margin and a large voltage ripple in steady-state.
Ultimately, an unstable behavior or loss of regulation can occur if the clock frequency is
increased to a very high value. Therefore, an upper limit on the operational clock frequency
limits the maximum achievable transient performance which is of tantamount importance
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in digital circuits with small decoupling capacitor budget.
As a solution, voltage droop detection using a clock-less comparator in high perfor-
mance modes decouples the transient performance of the LDO from the master clock fre-
quency. Biased clock-less comparators can outperform sense amplifier based comparators
at high voltages where load transients also exhibit large changes [55] . As the supply
voltage goes down, the magnitude of load current steps also decreases and regular droop
detection techniques can be employed.
6.1.2 Non-linear Control
In the proposed non-linear control, all the power transistors of the digital LDO are asyn-
chronously turned on when a voltage droop is detected. This results in maximum voltage
droop mitigation as compared to any other control action which turns on a lesser number
of power transistors. Due to this non-linear droop mitigation, a large mismatch between
load and supply current can induce an unfavorable large overshoot. The clamping effect
of the power transistors and enough decoupling capacitor on the supply node will keep the
overshoot equal or below the supply voltage.
Nevertheless, this nonlinear action results in extra power losses approximated as
PLOSS = Cg′V
2
DD/Ts + CLOAD(VDD − VREF )2/T1 (6.1)
Cg’ is the gate capacitance of surplus power transistors than required by the load and Ts
refers to the gate driver rise-time. CLOAD is the load capacitance on the regulated voltage.
T1 is the time difference when regulated voltage reaches its peak value and when it is
equal to the reference voltage. Assuming a capacitive load, T1 is inversely proportional
to load current. Similarly, effective Cg’ increases as load current decreases. Therefore,
the power overhead incurred in the digital LDO operation increases if a small load step
triggers the non-linear control action. To prevent unnecessary dynamic power loss, the
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Figure 6.2: Design of asynchronous continuous-time comparator.
voltage droop detection threshold must be placed to account for only large load current
transients. To guarantee a stable voltage settling after a non-linear control action and the
subsequent voltage overshoot, a low frequency master clock must be employed to allow the
regulated voltage to return smoothly to reference voltage without any oscillations.
6.2 Architecture and Design
The basic digital LDO structure is based on the design presented in [12] and explained in
earlier chapters as shown in fig. 6.1. This design offers a simple shift register based control
logic which is readily synthesizable as a digital circuit. A sense amplifier based comparator
detects the difference between VREG and VREF. If VREG>VREF, a single power transistor is
turned off by using right shift of all the values in the shift register and if VREG<VREF,
left shift of all the values is performed. In the current implementation, the power stage
comprises of 128 equally sized power MOSFETs controlled through 128-bit shift register.
The sense amplifier operates on the positive clock edge followed by shift register action on
the following clock edge. This dual edge logic reduces the latency between sampling and
actuation of the power stage.
Voltage droop detection is performed using a continuous-time comparator comprising
of a two-stage amplifier followed by fast slew rate inverters as shown in fig. 6.2. The first
stage of the amplifier is an active-loaded differential amplifier. Common-source amplifier
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Figure 6.3: Chip micrograph with circuit placement details. The testing is performed on a
QFN packaged die.
based second stage is used to enhance the gain of the comparator. The two-stage amplifier
is followed by fast slew rate inverters to increase the driving capability and decrease the
latency of the comparator action. The tail current of both the stages of two-stage amplifier
is externally tunable to allow offset and mismatch compensation. The comparator compares
VREF-∆ with VREG to determine the voltage droop. In case of a voltage droop, the output
of the comparator is propagated as a reset signal to all of the 128 bits of the shift register
flip-flops. This action enables all the power transistors resulting in maximum possible
voltage droop mitigation. The comparator topology is kept simple to allow fast decision at
minimum possible quiescent current and design overhead.
6.3 Measurement Results
The design is fabricated in 65nm CMOS process. The chip micrograph is shown in fig.
6.3. The nominal supply voltage for high performance mode is 1.2 V. The LDO is designed
to deliver a maximum load current of 125mA at a dropout voltage of 600mV occupying a
total area of only 0.061mm2 excluding decoupling capacitor area.
Fig. 6.4 shows the shmoo plot showing the operational range of the designed LDO.
Given the simplistic low overhead design of the digital LDO, it can operate with a sup-
ply voltage from 0.55V to 1.2V. The regulated output voltage ranges from 0.15V all the
way up to 1.15V with a minimum operation dropout voltage of only 50mV. To the best
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Figure 6.4: Shmoo plot showing the wide operational range of the proposed digital LDO.
Load current is not constant at different VIN and VOUT.
Figure 6.5: Measured Load Regulation.
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Figure 6.6: Measured Line Regulation with VREF=670mV.
of my knowledge, 0.15V is the lowest regulated voltage reported in the literature. For a
dropout voltage of greater than 100mV, the steady-state voltage ripple of the design cannot
be guaranteed to be less than 20mV. This is because at an increased dropout voltage, the
current contribution of each power transistor grows non-linearly resulting in a larger rip-
ple especially under light load current conditions. Advanced steady-state ripple mitigation
techniques like clock adaptation [12] and multiple size power stage quantization [56, 48,
57, 58] can be readily added to this design but are not discussed given the focus of this
chapter is on the transient performance.
Load regulation measurements for different dropout voltages are covered in fig. 6.5.
The straight-line behavior of the curves across different dropout voltages show that load
regulation remains constant across a large current range of 15mA to 121mA. Fig. 6.6
shows line regulation measurements for reference voltage of 670 mV and load current of
15mA when supply voltage varies from 0.9 to 1.2 V. A worst case error of 5mV is measured
at the largest dropout voltage.
A comparison of asynchronous non-linear control digital LDO transient performance
against a baseline digital only LDO is shown in the oscilloscope captures of fig. 6.7 The
voltage droop reduces by almost 425mV as compared to the baseline design for a load step
of 16 to 53mA in 1µs transition time with CLOAD=1nF, CIN=2nF and VREF-∆=750mV. The
clock is maintained at a low frequency of only 500 KHz showing almost optimal settling
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Figure 6.7: Transient plot showing load step and release for (a) baseline digital LDO (b)
proposed digital LDO. VREF=875mV, VREF-∆=750mV.
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Figure 6.8: Transient performance against large load current step and release with asyn-
chronous non-linear control. VREF=875mV, VREF-∆=750mV.
Figure 6.9: Transient performance of baseline digital LDO at VREF=150mV and VIN=1.2V.
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Figure 6.10: Measured static current efficiency of the proposed design.
Table 6.1: Comparison Table
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after non-linearly recovering from a voltage droop. To account for varying decoupling ca-
pacitor budget and load transition rates, as expected in a digital load circuit, the supply
capacitance is increased to 1µF and load step transition edge is reduced to only 2ns. Un-
der such a scenario, a voltage droop of approximately 350mV is measured for load step
of 44mA as shown in fig. 6.8. Package and board resonances due to parasitic package
inductance contributes to the oscillatory behavior before the voltage settles. These second
order effects are not observed for digital LDOs targeting a small current range of a few mA
and proves that the PDN must be designed carefully. Low regulated voltage operation of
the proposed LDO is measured at a regulated voltage of 0.15V under a load step 0.5mA, as
shown in fig. 6.9. At low voltage operation, the droop comparator is non-operational and
only the digital LDO is used.
A measured quiescent current of only 20µA, mostly consumed by the droop detection
comparator, allows a measured current efficiency of greater than 99.5% for just 4mA load
current as shown in in fig. 6.10. A comparison with current state-of-the-art designs show
competitive performance of the proposed LDO as summarized in Table 6.1.
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CHAPTER 7
OVERCOMING LIMITATIONS OF DIGITAL LDO WITH ANALOG
ASSISTANCE
In previous chapters, the effectiveness of digital LDOs in powering wide dynamic range
digital load circuits was established. The insights derived from theoretical modeling of
the digital LDOs were supported with experimental verification through test-chips. In this
chapter, the author has tried to establish the motivation of pursuing research on hybrid
LDOs using insights obtained through a test-chip.
A digital LDO is more readily synthesizable in a digital process flow as compared to its
analog counterpart. It boasts the ability to easily adapt its transient performance based on
the load requirement making it an attractive solution for digital load circuits with wide op-
erational ranges. Similarly, these adaptation knobs can also be tuned to save power in low
power/sleep states, which makes digital LDOs suitable for low power Internet-of-Things
(IoT) applications. Where digital LDOs offer many advantages, they also suffer from few
limitations. The two prime shortcomings are limited steady-state voltage regulation accu-
racy and low power supply noise rejection (PSR).
To enable widespread use of digital LDOs for on-chip voltage regulation of all types of
load circuits and not just digital load circuits, these limitations must be addressed. To this
end, we present a hybrid LDO macro as shown in fig. 7.1. It combines in parallel fashion
the discrete feedback control mechanism of a digital LDO with the continuous feedback
obtained through an analog LDO. The proposed design helps in minimizing the steady state
limit cycle oscillations. The design is validated with a 130 nm test chip and measurement
results have been provided to show the efficacy and limitations of the proposed hybrid LDO
topology.
The trade-offs involved in the design of a digital LDOs are now well understood thanks
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Figure 7.1: Proposed hybrid LDO topology.
to the aforementioned research explained in this thesis. We understand that there exists
an inherent trade-off between the transient and steady-state performance of digital LDOs.
To satisfy ultra-fast transient performance requirement of digital load circuits, there is a
need to push the FS in the GHz region. This action increase the steady-state limit cycle
oscillations of a digital LDO as shown in the test-chip scope capture of a 16-bit digital
LDO in fig. 7.2. To achieve a better steady-state performance, mode of steady-state limit
cycle oscillations has to be contained at high FS. Two solutions have been proposed in the
recent past to achieve this goal. First is the use of a dead-zone around the regulation voltage
as discussed in chapter 4. It results in no output ripple, but limits the DC accuracy of the
LDO. Second solution uses a feed-forward path based compensation [59]. It requires feed-
forward path gain calibration to be applicable across a wide range of FS. In this chapter,
we present an analog assisted digital LDO, which limits the mode across a wider range of
FS. The proposed hybrid LDO macro is elaborated in section 1 with a discussion on the
proposed topology in section 2.
7.1 Hybrid LDO
The oscillatory discrete dynamics of the digital LDO are aided with continuous dynamics
of an analog LDO to compensate the instantaneous small signal variations and reduce the
mode of limit cycle oscillations. The proposed design covered in this chapter provides
mode reduction across a load current range of 153µA to 1.7mA for an FS ranging from 2
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Figure 7.2: Measured verification of limit cycle oscillations in digital LDO.
to 30MHz.
7.1.1 Stability
The digital LDO is assisted with a parallel analog LDO to suppress steady state limit cycle
oscillations. Stability of the parallel combination of a digital and an analog LDO is guaran-
teed by designing an output pole dominant analog LDO. This analog LDO remains stable
under the complete load current range of the hybrid topology. Ensuring stability with a
hybrid combination of a digital LDO and an internal pole dominant LDO is more difficult.
Since the dominant pole of a digital LDO is at the output, the phase margin of the overall
system will reduce when another dominant pole is located at another node (internal node
of the analog LDO). Similarly, any imbalance in current or uneven load sharing may also
excite the light load instability condition of an internal pole dominant analog LDO.
7.1.2 Circuit Implementation
The proposed digital LDO is a synchronous digital LDO capable of providing up to 3mA
of load current. The design of digital LDO explained in chapter 3 is followed here. It has
a strong-ARM latch based clocked comparator followed by a 16-bit shift register and an
output array of 16 power MOSFETs. The output pole dominant analog LDO is capable
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Figure 7.3: Bode plot of output pole dominant analog LDO.
of providing up to 1.25mA of load current. The exact design of the LDO is covered in
next chapter. The test-chip has two replicas, which can supply up to 2.5mA load current.
A simulated gain of 29dB and 39dB is achieved when the load current is 1.25mA and
20µA, respectively. The bandwidth of the analog LDO changes (increases) with changing
(increases) load current and under maximum load current conditions, each replica has a
PM greater than 85◦ as shown in fig. 7.3. The designed analog LDO has two stages. The
first stage is an operational transconductance amplifier. It is followed by a shunt feedback
stage and a power MOSFET. The shunt feedback stage converts the internal pole at the gate
of the power MOSFET in to two high frequency poles, thereby, achieving an output pole
dominant analog LDO. The design has a total on-die capacitance of less than 500pF at the
output.
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Figure 7.4: Measured reduction in output ripple with hybrid topology.
7.1.3 Mode Reduction
Due to the bang-bang control nature of the digital LDO, load current is always varying.
With increasing mode at a higher FS, this variation becomes larger and results in larger
ripple. The analog LDO limits this ripple by compensating for the difference between the
current provided by the digital LDO and required by the load circuit, as shown by the scope
capture in fig. 7.4. A higher gain-bandwidth product ensures better mode reduction. With
analog assistance, the mode reduction can be observed throughout the operational FS of
2MHz to 30MHz, as shown by the simulated results of fig. 7.5. As elaborated in chapter 4,
the exact output ripple amplitude is a function of the size of power MOSFETs. An increase
in mode increases the output ripple but if the mode remains same for increasing FS, the
ripple goes down. The reduction in the ripple through the use of the hybrid topology can
be clearly observed when it is compared to a digital only solution. The decrease in the
output ripple at iso-FS is representative of decreased mode when analog LDO is enabled.
Increasing the size of analog LDO power MOSFET by 2x, strengthens its performance
parameters (gain, BW and slew rate) and further decreases mode-2 to a mode-1 oscillation
at FS=30 MHz for ILOAD=1.7mA (not shown in the figure).
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Figure 7.5: Simulated reduction of mode (shown in numbers) of limit cycle oscillations at
ILOAD=1.7mA and ILOAD=153µA with hybrid as compared to a digital LDO.
7.2 Discussion on the Hybrid Topology
Continuous time dynamics of an analog LDO aids in reducing the steady state limit cycle
oscillations inherent to the operation of digital LDOs. With increasing FS, the transient
performance of the digital LDO improves. To keep a consistent mode reduction, the gain-
bandwidth and slew rate of the analog LDO must be increased as well. If this adaptation is
not performed, an unequal current distribution makes one loop stronger than the other and
all the benefits of the parallel hybrid topology are lost. This is illustrated with simulation
results of fig. 7.6. The strength of the digital LDO is increased by increasing the size of the
output power MOSFETs while the analog LDO strength is kept same. It can be clearly seen
that the mode decreases in hybrid topology but the improvement is not uniform because of
the uneven load current sharing and controller strengths. Unless, the specifications are not
defined in terms of worst case bounds, ensuring uniform performance across the complete
range of operation is difficult. Furthermore, with increasing process, voltage and tempera-
ture variations, ensuring the utility of the hybrid topology in parallel combination becomes
even more difficult. To realize hybrid LDOs with operational frequencies reaching GHz, a
large amount of power has to be consumed in the analog LDO to guarantee performance
improvement. Otherwise, one of the controllers will overpower the other one. Although the
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Figure 7.6: Simulated reduction in mode of digital LDO with hybrid topology at
FS=20MHz and FS=30MHz for iso-biasing of the analog LDO.
combination of discrete with continuous dynamics is a powerful paradigm to cater for wide
dynamic range of digital load circuits but better control topologies are required to harness




SWITCHED-MODE-CONTROL BASED HYBRID LINEAR VOLTAGE
REGULATOR
Building on the insights of chapter 7 to devise better control topologies of hybrid LDO, a
new control topology for LDOs namely, switched mode control (SMC) is covered in this
chapter. Through a test-chip built in 130nm CMOS, its efficacy in designing low-power and
fast LDOs covering a wide operational range for all types of load circuits is emphasized.
PoL voltage regulation of digital load circuits needs to satisfy a different set of con-
straints than that offered by traditional analog load circuits [4]. For example, digital cir-
cuits can withstand a lower power supply noise rejection, but require fast transient recov-
ery under large voltage droops and operation down to Near-Threshold-Voltage (NTV) with
minimum dropout. To meet these challenges, both analog and digital LDOs are being
researched; and they have their own strengths and weaknesses. Analog LDOs exhibit accu-
rate small signal (SS) regulation, but lack voltage and process scalability and the ability to
handle large current transients [34, 35]. On the other hand, digital LDOs are characterized
by fast large signal (LS) performance but they lack high SS gain. They also show steady
state ripple and consume clocking and dynamic power.
In this chapter, Switched Mode Control (SMC) is proposed which combines controllers
optimized for different metrics to increase operational range and performance without com-
promising the overall stability. A high-performance SMC based hybrid LDO designed in a
130nm CMOS process is presented. The proposed design decouples the SS gain from LS
transient response by utilizing a voltage based error signal to discretely switch from one
controller to another. This is fundamentally different from other dual loop architectures
[34, 42, 14], which employ both the loops simultaneously. In such designs, the bandwidth
of high-gain loop is decreased to maintain stability (fig. 8.1a). The hybrid LDO uses SMC
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Figure 8.1: (a) Conventional dual loop LDOs (b) SMC based multiple controller LDO
design.
to combine the strengths of both analog and digital LDOs. It combines the LS response
(transient performance) of an all-digital loop, with the high-gain steady state voltage reg-
ulation offered by an analog loop (see fig. 8.1b), thus enabling optimal control across a
wide operating range. The addition of analog assistance to the digital loop enables a high-
performance hybrid LDO operation at higher power supply voltages ranging from 1.2 to
1.1 V. To provide voltage regulation at low power supply voltage down to 0.6V and still en-
sure process and design scalability, SMC further enables the hybrid LDO to be turned into
an all-digital LDO without compromising design stability or consuming additional power.
The need for using SMC instead of a single controller is motivated in Section 1. In
Section 2, the hybrid LDO architecture is elaborated. Stability modeling of SMC and
an ultra-fast response time design feature called SMC with reset control are presented in
Section 3 and 4, respectively. Circuit implementation of the hybrid LDO is covered in
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Section 5. Measurement results from the test-chip are covered in Section 6.
8.1 Motivation for Switched Mode Control
Since digital load circuits exhibit large load current (ILOAD) changes and operate under
wide operational voltage ranges (from VMAX to NTV), it is difficult to ensure fast transient
response using a single controller across the entire current and voltage range [14]. For
example, an analog LDO provides high performance at near-supply input voltage but fails
at NTV [34] and a digital LDO offers low voltage operation but shows a reduced power
efficiency if operated in high performance mode [12]. Therefore, the motivation for SMC
stems from the fact that multiple controllers extend the operational range at a better power
efficiency.
The step response of a second order linear system determines all the critical parameters
that are needed to ascertain the effectiveness of the feedback. A fast rise time ensures quick
recovery from a transient event. A fast and accurate settling ensures accurate tracking of
a reference voltage (VREF). On the other hand, a minimum overshoot reduces unwanted
ringing. These three factors can be combined into a quantitative cost metric, which charac-




t|VREF − VREG|dt (8.1)
The cost defined above, is the minimum integral of time-multiplied absolute-value of
error. It shows a high sensitivity to the three discussed parameters crucial to any second
order system dynamics. The cost increases if the rise time is slow or settling takes longer
or the response shows large overshoot or undershoot. In linear voltage regulation, opti-
mal criterion for LS region is fast rise time (TRISE). For SS region, it is fast settling time
(TSETTLING) with minimum overshoot. SMC allows the two separate optimal controllers
to be combined by switching at a threshold to achieve an overall optimal response to LS
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Figure 8.2: Ideal closed loop pole locations for large signal and small signal controllers.
current transients. Location of the dominant pole of the overall system for each controller
determines its response as illustrated in fig. 8.2. For a fast LS response, the dominant
poles of the system should have a low damping which enables a small TRISE. On the other
hand, a short TSETTLING is achieved by placing the dominant poles of the system deep in
the left half s-plane. It can be clearly seen that an SMC based on the combination of an
underdamped and overdamped controllers outperforms both individually in terms of the
cost metric defined in (8.1) as shown through the step response of different systems in fig.
8.3.
8.2 Hybrid LDO Design Architecture
8.2.1 Choice of SS and LS Controllers
Choosing optimal controllers for each region of operation ensures optimal performance
across the complete current and voltage operational range. As summarized in Table 8.1,
a higher integration density, process scalability, design automation, low voltage operation
and most importantly, ultra-fast response without slew limitation, makes digital LDO an
ideal choice to act as the LS controller. It allows faster recovery from load transients and
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Figure 8.3: Effectiveness of SMC compared to a single controller design.
Table 8.1: Selection of LS controller topology.
Table 8.2: Selection of SS controller topology.
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Figure 8.4: Control schematic elaborating switching between different controllers based on
the voltage error for the proposed hybrid LDO.
offers wider operating voltages. In addition to that, a digital LDO can be adaptively made
severely underdamped with a fast clock as desired for the LS controller following RDS.
For SS controller, a small quiescent power consumption, high SS gain, and ripple-free SS
response makes analog LDO the design choice. Analog LDOs can be further divided in to
two major categories (Table 8.2), Internal pole dominant (IPD) and Output pole dominant
(OPD) LDOs. OPD analog LDOs offer better power supply noise rejection, faster droop
compensation, and light load stability compared to their IPD counterparts [34]. Therefore,
the SS controller design choice should be an OPD analog LDO. It should be mentioned here
that a high resolution digital LDO is ill-suited to be used as an SS regulator as it suffers
from limit cycle oscillations and limited gain unless high dynamic power budget and clock
routing resources are available. Conventionally, a small on-die capacitance budget limits
its use in PoL voltage regulation as an OPD analog LDO loses its phase margin (PM) with
increasing ILOAD for a given output capacitance. The presented hybrid topology overcomes
this integration challenge by using LS controller to deliver most of ILOAD, relaxing the
constraints on the SS controller design.
8.2.2 Hybrid LDO Operation
The digital LS controller turns on a power transistor array in a thermometer fashion until
VREG reaches VREF − ∆−. Once VREG enters the dead-zone, LS controller is clock-gated
and the SS controller provides the remaining ILOAD bringing VREG to VREF. For an over-
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shoot, VREG + ∆+ acts as the dead-zone boundary with SS controller operational when
VREG < VREF + ∆+. The LS digital controller power transistors are designed to provide
80-90% of the ILOAD whereas the SS analog controller provides the remaining 10-20% of
ILOAD at the maximum current rating. This range is ensured keeping in perspective that an
increased ILOAD contribution from the analog LDO diminishes the performance gains of an
all-digital LDO as elaborated in [61]. The high operational bandwidth of the LS controller
makes SS controller ineffective when it is active and VREG is out of the dead-zone. There-
fore, there is no need to explicitly turn off the SS controller when VREF−VREG > |∆|. This
also helps in eradicating switching noise and power overhead of explicitly switching SS
analog controller on or off. The dead-zone helps bound the limit cycle oscillations (LCO)
in digital LS controller when it is operated at a high frequency of operation increasing the
stability of the hybrid LDO. The choice of switching thresholds not only achieves stable
operation (no chattering between the two controllers) but also ensures that the analog LDO
only provides a small portion of the total ILOAD (10-20%), thereby assisting the dominant
digital operation of the hybrid LDO through an output pole dominant analog LDO design.
The switching between the two controllers is summarized through the control schematic
shown in fig. 8.4 and a complete system architecture of the proposed hybrid LDO is shown
in fig. 8.5 with operational plots in fig. 8.6(a,b,c). Digital load circuits are mimicked by
NMOS transistors. Their strength is scan programmable allowing both transient and steady
state current changes on the order of ps. A 500pF (at 1V) MOS capacitor serves as the load
capacitor to mimic a realistic capacitance offered by a medium-sized digital load circuit
[41].
8.3 Stability Modeling
To stitch a fast and underdamped LS digital controller to a slow and damped SS analog con-
troller in a stable fashion, a dead-zone is established using two thresholds above and below
VREF. The digital LS controller creates limit cycle oscillations (LCO) due to its discrete na-
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Figure 8.5: SMC based Hybrid LDO architecture with load.
Figure 8.6: Operation of hybrid LDO with increasing ILOAD (a) ILOAD supplied by SS con-
troller only (b,c) ILOAD supplied by both LS and SS controllers (LS clock frequency ∼
output pole frequency).
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ture of operation. These LCO are created by periodically turning on/off power transistors.
The number of power transistors turned-on/off in steady state is called mode. The mode
of LCO increases with higher FS. As a result, the VREG voltage ripple frequency (FLCO,LS)
decreases. On the other hand, the VREG voltage ripple amplitude (ALCO,LS) decreases when
FS increases but shows a jump rise whenever, the mode of LCO increases. For more de-
tails on the existence, conditions and magnitude of LCO, interested readers are pointed to
chapters 3 and 4 for further reading. For stable and chattering-less settling to VREF, the
SS controllers must have enough loop-gain (KSS) and bandwidth (F0dB,SS) to suppress the
oscillations generated by the digital LS controller. Stable operation of the hybrid LDO can
be achieved by satisfying the following design constraints.
Bandwidth Constraint:
ALCO,LS > (VREF + ∆+ − VREF + ∆−);F0dB,SS > FLCO,LS; (8.2)
Amplitude Constraint:
F0dB,SS < FLCO,LS;ALCO,LS < (VREF + ∆+ − VREF + ∆−); (8.3)
Small Signal Constraint:
VREF −∆− < (VREF −
VREF
1 +KSS
< VREF + ∆+; (8.4)
ALCO,LS and FLCO,LS refer to the voltage ripple amplitude and frequency of the LCO
generated by the LS controller if it is operated without any dead-zone and SS controller.
The bandwidth constraint in (8.2) implies that if the dead-zone is small compared to the LS
controller power transistors quantization then we need F0dB,SS higher than FLCO,LS to ensure
stable settling. On the other hand, the amplitude constraint in (8.3) implies that if the F0dB,SS
is less than FLCO,LS then ALCO,LS must be less than the dead-zone to ensure stable settling.
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Figure 8.7: SPICE simulation of the hybrid LDO showing conditions where stability con-
straints are violated resulting in an unstable behavior.
The small signal gain constraint in (8.4) implies that KSS must be large enough to ensure
that the steady state voltage error is less than the dead-zone size to avoid chattering between
LS and SS controllers. One of the bandwidth or amplitude constraints and small signal gain
constraint must be satisfied to guarantee stable operation of the hybrid LDO. Possible worst
case amplitude constraint (8.3) violations occur under light load conditions and frequency
constraint (8.2) violations occur at very high operational frequencies as shown in SPICE
simulation of fig. 8.7.
A large dead-zone ensures that multiple power transistors of the LS controllers are
needed to traverse it. At iso-FS, it implies a decreased FLCO,LS relaxing the specification on
F0dB,SS. Similarly, a large dead-zone also relaxes the specification on KSS. If FLCO induced
by the LS controller in the dead-zone lies below F0dB of the SS controller, and the dead-
zone is large to ensure thatALCO,LS < (∆++∆−) then the hybrid LDO is guaranteed to be
stable. The exact settling time and accuracy of the output voltage is dependent on the load
regulation of the SS controller. A higher F0dB ensures that oscillations in the dead-zone
quickly die down resulting in faster settling as shown in fig. 8.8. The voltage settles down
to VREF within an error bounded by the loop gain (KSS) of the SS regulator.
Although a large dead-zone enables a more relaxed specification on the bandwidth of
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Figure 8.8: Decreasing the bandwidth (BW) of SS controllers increases the settling
time (TSETTLING) of the SMC design (a) BW(overdamped system)=BW(underdamped sys-
tem)/3, (b) BW(overdamped system)=BW(underdamped system)/6, (c) BW(overdamped
system)=BW(underdamped system)/12.
the SS controller, it may not be suitable for early detection and mitigation of voltage droops
and overshoots. More discussion on the selection of thresholds for the hybrid LDO is car-
ried out later with test-chip measurements. As evident from the above discussion, ampli-
tude and bandwidth conditions for a digital LS controller are easy to formulate owing to its
discrete nature of operation. This allows well posed constraints for achieving stable hybrid
LDO operation. In case the LS controller is analog, similar amplitude and frequency con-
ditions can be devised by identifying the natural frequency and damping coefficient from
the closed loop pole location.
8.4 SMC with Reset Control
Synchronous digital circuits are designed with a guard-band to operate as soon as the volt-
age is high enough (VMIN, where VMIN = VREF - voltage guard-band added to ensure correct
operation under variations) to support a target operational frequency (FOP) [23]. Therefore,
any voltage higher than VMIN ensures that the underlying circuit can resume operation
without any timing errors in the pipeline of digital circuits. For such load circuits, ultra-fast
droop recovery to VMIN is necessary for high performance quick resumption of operation.
To meet this requirement, we propose a reset mode in the hybrid SMC based LDO similar
to the one discussed in chapter 6. This mode enables ultra-fast droop recovery to VREF
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Figure 8.9: Reset SMC shows quicker resumption (equal to TRISE, Reset) of digital load
circuit operation (the digital load can achieve operational frequency when VREG>VMIN)
after a voltage droop as compared to the SMC (equal to TSETTLING). VREF-VMIN=Digital
load guard-band.
under the condition that the constraints on the overshoot are relaxed. In this extreme non-
linear design, as soon as the output voltage reaches VREF −∆− all the power MOSFETs of
the digital loop are turned on, enabling ultra-fast TRISE. After recovering from the droop,
the system undergoes a large overshoot (always less than VIN as inherent negative feed-
back of PMOS VSD kicks in against decreasing voltage headroom) and finally settles down
to VREF in an overdamped fashion never falling below VMIN. This reset mode SMC is
compared with the regular operation of the hybrid LDO in SMC configuration through the
representative operational plot shown in fig. 8.9. It shows a faster TRISE ensuring an early
resumption of the digital load operation than achievable through the SMC design. This
reset mode feature is designed as a part of the digital LS controller. The reset mode is
recommended for fast droop recovery under large transient events like clock un-gating and
under the assumption that the constraints on the overshoot are relaxed. The reset mode is
enabled by the non-linear SMC by allowing the loop dynamics to be completely different
in the two regions: quick and underdamped in undershoot and slow and overdamped in
overshoot.
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8.5 Hybrid LDO Circuit Implementation
8.5.1 Large Signal (LS) Controller Design
A synchronous all-digital LDO with 16 output power transistors is implemented. The small
array size with large power transistors as opposed to a larger array size with smaller tran-
sistors guarantees a fast LS response [8]. It comprises of four stages, namely, a detection
stage to determine the magnitude of the voltage error, a comparison stage to determine the
sign of the voltage error, a control stage and an actuator stage. The detection stage consists
of two strongARM latch based clocked comparators. They are used to compare VREG with
VREF − ∆− and VREF + ∆+ to establish if VREF − VREG > |∆|. The comparators are
designed to operate up to 1 GHz. If VREG is found to be < VREF −∆− or > VREF + ∆+,
i.e., out of the dead-zone, the clock signal is un-gated to the following comparison stage.
The comparison stage consists of a single strongARM latch based clocked comparator. It is
only operational if the clock is available to it from the preceding detection stage. Once on,
it compares VREG with VREF. The control stage consists of a 16-bit bi-directional shift reg-
ister. If VREG<VREF, the shift register passes a logic-0 to turn on a power transistor and if
VREG>VREF then it passes a logic-1 to turn off a power transistor, in the final actuator stage.
The comparison stage operates at the positive clock edge, whereas, the control stages uses
the negative clock edge for its operation. This dual edge triggering allows a lower control
signal latency. The final actuator stage consists of an array of 16 power transistors.
In reset mode, all the transistors are instantaneously switched on by resetting the shift
register when a droop is detected by VREF −∆− comparator. A regular digital LDO oper-
ation is resumed for VREG>VREF at a slower FS. The power transistor array is designed to
provide a maximum current (ILOAD) of 12 mA consuming a total area of 27.68 µm2. The
clock for the LS controller is generated through a five-stage current starved inverter based
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). The bias voltage control of this VCO is available ex-
ternally on a pad. The oscillator frequency can be tuned up to 1 GHz. A detailed circuit
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Figure 8.10: Large Signal (LS) controller with clock generation through a 5-stage current
starved voltage controlled oscillator. Reset SMC is enabled when Asynchronous mode=1.
implementation of the LS controller along with the current starved VCO is shown in fig.
8.10.
8.5.2 Small Signal (SS) Controller Design
An OPD analog LDO is designed to provide high gain and bandwidth for SS regulation.
The proposed LDO is designed to deliver 40µA to 2.5 mA without the use of any internal
capacitors to achieve stable operation. This is achieved by creating two replicas, each capa-
ble of providing up to 1.25 mA current while consuming less than 82µA quiescent current
combined. The first stage of the OPD analog LDO comprises of a self-biased transconduc-
tance (gm) stage. It uses a differential pair with diode connected load transistors, as shown
in fig. 8.11. To make the output node pole dominant, all the internal poles of the LDO need
to be at frequencies at least 10x higher than the output pole. This is achieved by employing
two separate techniques:
1) Using smaller size of the power transistor through the hybrid topology
2) Putting in a shunt buffer between the first stage and the power transistor to further
push the pole at the gate of the power transistor to a higher frequency
An adaptive shunt buffer stage is inserted between the power transistor and the gm
stage [62]. If the first stage is directly connected to the power transistor, the impedance at
the power transistor gate is not small enough to guarantee stability with the output capaci-
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Figure 8.11: Output pole dominant (OPD) analog LDO as the SS Controller.
tance in sub-nF range. Therefore, the shunt buffer stage is used to divide this pole (second








≈ gm11(1 + gm13) + gm12
2πCGS,MPA
(8.6)
P2 is pushed to a higher frequency as the gate capacitance offered by M11 is very small
compared to that of MPA. P3 is pushed to a higher frequency as the resistance at the gate of
MPA decreases due to the shunt feedback implemented through transistors M11-M13. M11
samples the voltage at the gate of the power MOS and uses M13 to adjust the current to
complete the shunt feedback loop. Worst stability condition for the SS regulator occurs
at the maximum ILOAD, as the dominant output pole is at its highest possible frequency.
Maintaining a high phase margin (PM) requires the shunt feedback loop to be effective
when the voltage at the gate of MPA has decreased to provide maximum ILOAD. This is
ensured by increasing the biasing current flowing through the diode-connected transistor
M12 through the increased VGS. A simulated bode plot near IMAX, shown in fig. 8.12,
highlights the achieved high PM at a high ILOAD condition.
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Figure 8.12: Simulated phase margin of the hybrid LDO at VREG=1V.
8.5.3 Stability Analysis of the Hybrid LDO
As mentioned earlier, SS controller is designed to reject the noise in the dead-zone created
by the LS controller. Small signal load regulation capacity of the SS controller is equivalent
to its loop gain and bandwidth. Given the adaptive nature of the shunt feedback buffer, P3
is the least dominant pole that adapts with changing ILOAD. Therefore, loading at output of
the buffer can be neglected resulting in a second order small signal loop gain for the SS
controller given as:
LoopGain(S) ≈ −0.75gmOUT,OTAROUT,OTAgmMPARLOAD
(1 + sROUT,OTACGS,M11)(1 + sRLOADCLOAD)
(8.7)





As evident from the bode plot in fig. 8.12 and fig. 8.13, the system behaves like a
single pole system in the specified current range. The unity gain bandwidth (F0dB,SS) of
the SS regulator across ILOAD is 10.4MHz (ILOAD=20µA) and 84MHz (ILOAD=10mA) and
loop-gain (KSS) ranges from 40dB (ILOAD=10mA) to 28dB (ILOAD=20µA).
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Figure 8.13: Simulated phase margin and unity gain bandwidth of the SS controller across
its complete ILOAD range at VREG=1V.
On the other hand, the LS controller induces FLCO,LS=46MHz and ALCO,LS=66mV at
ILOAD=10mA and FS=1GHz and FLCO,LS=63MHz and ALCO,LS= 25mV at ILOAD=2mA and
FS=1GHz for dropout voltage of 200mV. These results are obtained through simulations
when LS controller is enabled without any dead-zone with a dropout of 200mV. We observe
that at ILOAD=10mA, F0dB,SS>FLCO,LS satisfying (8.2) and at ILOAD=2mA (ILOAD>single dig-
ital power transistor), ALCO,LS<|dead-zone| satisfying (8.3). Throughout these operating
conditions, IBIAS of analog SS controller ensures that (8.4) is always satisfied. In case,
ILOAD<2mA (ILOAD<single digital power transistor), and FS=1GHz, ALCO,LS is less than
5mV due to the low pass filtering effect of the high operational frequency of the digital LS
controller. As a result (8.3) is always satisfied resulting in stable operation of the hybrid
LDO even under light load conditions (bounded by the minimum ILOAD for stable opera-
tion of the SS analog controller). Thanks to the adaptive F0dB,SS of the SS regulator due
to its output pole dominant configuration, stability constraints of SMC are always satisfied
resulting in a stable operation of the proposed hybrid LDO across the complete operational
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Figure 8.14: Die micrograph with chip details.
range.
8.6 Measurement Results
Chip micrograph of the presented hybrid LDO fabricated in 130nm CMOS is shown in fig.
8.14. The LDO runs from a VIN of 1.1 to 1.2 V with a dropout (VDO)=100-300mV and
provides ILOAD=12mA at a nominal VDO=100mV. For VIN=0.6V (NTV mode), the LDO is
reconfigured to operate in a fully digital mode. It regulates for a minimum of VDO=50mV
and provides up to ILOAD=2mA at VREG=0.5V. Chattering (unstable behavior) is observed
when the analog SS controller is turned off and shows accurate steady-state settling once it
is enabled as shown in the scope captures of fig. 8.15. Extensive load regulation measure-
ments (fig. 8.16) are performed across the complete operational range including hybrid and
all-digital modes. The worst-case measurement showed 2.67mV/mA for ILOAD up to 12mA
and 3.1mV/mA for the maximum transient load step change of 10.3mA. Load regulation
can be further improved by increasing the SS controller gain at maximum ILOAD. A TRISE
and TSETTLING of 25ns and 45ns are measured for a load step from 30µA to 8.6mA and a
TSETTLING of 2.8µs is measured from an overshoot generated for a load step from 8.6mA
to 30µA as captured on scope in fig. 8.17. In this case, LS controller is operated at an
FS=540MHz. The hybrid LDO is turned into an all-digital LDO for VIN<600mV operating
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Figure 8.15: Scope capture of steady state response when SS controller is disabled and
enabled.
Figure 8.16: Load regulation measurements (a) with VIN=1.2V (for hybrid) and (b)
VIN=0.6V (digital only). Worst case DC error=32mV measured at VREF=0.8V.
Figure 8.17: Scope capture showing hybrid LDO response to (a) ILOAD step down (b) ILOAD
step up.
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Figure 8.18: All-digital LDO configuration with VIN=600mV and VREF=500mV.
Figure 8.19: Line Regulation measurements with (a) VIN=1.2V (for hybrid) and VIN=0.6V
(digital only) (b) with complete VIN range for hybrid LDO.
at 54.4MHz. Scope capture proves regulation at VREF=500mV with a small ripple as shown
in fig. 8.18.
The hybrid topology exhibits high line regulation (on average <5mV error) as shown
by the linearity of graph in fig. 8.19. A 43.75 dB average gain is measured at 1V from
the measurements for the complete operational range of the hybrid LDO. As opposed to
purely digital LDO topologies, which fail to provide considerable power supply noise re-
jection (PSR), the presented hybrid topology shows an average of 10-12dB PSR from 1Hz
to 10MHz. As shown in fig. 8.20, the high bandwidth of the PSR graph (and the absence
of PSR peaking which is typical of IPD LDOs due to degradation of the loop gain) also
demonstrates the output pole dominant behavior of the designed SS controller. Scope cap-
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Figure 8.20: Power supply noise rejection (PSR) measurements with VIN=1.2V (for hy-
brid), VIN=0.6V(digital only) with a scope capture when FNOISE=100kHz.
ture shows a PSR greater than 9dB at 100kHz (fig. 8.20). The improved PSR in the hybrid
topology stems from the noise rejection capability of the analog SS controller. This is in
stark contrast to an all-digital controller where we measured a nominal PSR of only 3dB.
Fig. 8.21 shows the scope capture of fast transient response both in SMC and reset
SMC modes. A TRISE=18ns and TSETTLING=32ns (<2% of VREG) is achieved for a load step
of 30µA to 10.3mA at VREG=1.05V from VIN=1.2V in the SMC mode. In the reset mode,
a TRISE=6ns and TSETTLING=37ns (<2% of VREG) is achieved for a load step of 200µA
to 8.6mA (200ps rise/fall time) at VREG=1.05V from VIN=1.2V. In comparison, a digital
load circuit that operates for VREG ∼= VREF can resume operation after just 6ns in reset
mode as compared to 18ns in SMC mode as summarized in fig. 8.22. This represents a
droop recovery time of 0.71ns/mA compared to 1.74ns/mA for SMC based design. Reset
mode SMC provides the best response in droop mitigation and rise time. Measurements
show that SMC achieves a comparable performance to the reset mode with increasing FS
of the LS controller. In terms of settling time for VREG, SMC becomes faster than the
reset mode SMC as FS of the LS controller increases (see fig. 8.23). This can be easily
explained by the fact that the reset mode SMC design overcompensates the voltage droop
and discharges slowly to VREF. The slow discharge, however, ensures stable and smooth
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Figure 8.21: Measured operation and droop recovery for (a) Reset mode SMC (b) SMC.
Figure 8.22: Measurements show that a faster TRISE for reset SMC enables quicker re-
sumption of operation of digital load after a droop as compared to the SMC (Digital load
is assumed to operate when VREG>VREF). On the other hand, SMC shows faster TSETTLING
as compared to the reset SMC.
Figure 8.23: Measurements showing a comparison between boost SMC and SMC for (a)
TRISE (b) TSETTLING (c) VDROOP with increasing FS of the digital LS controller.
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settling in the reset mode. A worst-case voltage droop of 240mV is measured in both reset
and nominal mode at high FS (>600MHz). The large voltage droop magnitude is attributed
to the clocked comparator sampling delay, 200ps step transition in load conditions and
small on-chip MOS decoupling capacitor of 500pf.
As elaborated in earlier in this chapter, in SMC, we can employ a higher LS controller
FS and use adaptive bandwidth of SS controller and dead-zone to ensure that the hybrid
LDO is stable. Scope captures for increasing LS controller FS shows that VREG does not
undergo any oscillation between the two thresholds when FS ≈ 138MHz, whereas, it un-
dergoes only a single oscillation between the two thresholds before it settles down even at a
higher FS ≈ 560MHz. In all the scope captures of fig. 8.24 stable settling of VREG=VREF
can be observed. As discussed in earlier, an optimal placement of the two thresholds helps
achieve a near optimally damped response to transient ILOAD changes. Measurements from
the test-chip illustrate this and are shown in fig. 8.25. For early detection and minimization
of droop, we need a VREF −∆− closer to VREF . This in turn causes larger overshoots re-
sulting in longer TSETTLING. We observe minimum TSETTLING when ∆−=90mV. When this
lower threshold is further decreased, a higher contribution from the SS regulator results in a
slower response time. The measurements in this chapter are made for ∆−=90 mV. The sys-
tem shows a damped response after undergoing an overshoot, therefore, ∆+=25mV is se-
lected for stable response. A peak current efficiency of 98.64% is measured at ILOAD=12mA
and FS=256MHz. The current efficiency curves across the complete ILOAD range are shown
in fig. 8.26. These measurements include all the dynamic power consumed in clock gen-
eration and distribution. Techniques like bias programming during power saving modes
can be used to further improve the current efficiency of analog SS regulator. Competitive
performance is achieved in transient response times and operational voltage range when
compared with state-of-the-art as summarized in table 8.3.
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Figure 8.24: (a-d) Scope captures show that a higher FS increases the VREG excursions to
the dead-zone thresholds but the gain and bandwidth of the SS controller ensures that the
system settles down accurately.
Figure 8.25: Measurements for selection of optimal ∆− for (a) droop reduction and (b)
settling time.
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Figure 8.26: Measured current efficiency of the hybrid LDO.
Table 8.3: Comparison with state-of-the-art.
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CHAPTER 9
SWITCHED-MODE-CONTROL BASED HYBRID LDO FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENCY AND SUPPLY NOISE REJECTION TRADE-OFF
This thesis finally culminates by showing the usage of a hybrid LDO (using SMC) in effec-
tively powering an analog load circuit susceptible to supply noise. It proves that a hybrid
LDO built using the design concepts of both analog and digital LDOs is capable of power-
ing any type of load circuit.
Demand for high data-rate on one hand, and high power-efficiency on the other is driv-
ing the adoption of Multi-Standard, Multi-Rate I/O (e.g. 4-32Gbps [63]) and wireless links.
In these designs, the high-performance modes necessitate inclusion of low dropout regula-
tors (LDOs) with high power supply rejection (PSR) over the entire spectrum. These LDOs
use high dropouts and increased bias currents resulting in low power-efficiency numbers.
On the other hand, low power modes have lower PSR requirements but are power con-
strained. Due to the lack of availability of LDOs with run-time programmable PSR and
power-efficiency, it is a common practice to include a high PSR LDO and enable it only
in the high-performance modes [63]. This results in sub-optimal performance and low
power-efficiency in other modes.
To address this issue, we propose a scan-reconfigurable LDO macro that can switch
between four different topologies. These topologies are based on a combination of digital
and hybrid topologies discussed earlier in the thesis. They enable different PSR vs. energy-
efficiency trade-offs. Key circuit blocks are shared and these blocks are enabled/disabled
as required to minimize area and power overhead. Measurement results from a 130nm
CMOS test-chip demonstrates wide-dynamic range of PSR from -9dB to -34dB and cor-
related power-efficiency of 87% to 56%, respectively. The LDO drives a ring-oscillator
based voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) and a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) load
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Figure 9.1: Hybrid low dropout (LDO) voltage regulator design with scan reconfigurable
operational modes and PSR vs energy efficiency trade-offs.
circuit. VCOs phase noise and the eye-opening at the output of the LFSR under applica-
tion of supply noise are measured. It is demonstrated that the reconfigurable LDO macro
can be configured to enable varying levels of PSR, which results in a minimum eye open-
ing of 25mV/350ps and a maximum eye opening of 150mV/1.9ns under iso-supply noise
(15mVp-p) conditions.
9.1 LDO Architecture and Configuration Settings
The LDO macro leverages recent advances in energy-efficient all-digital LDOs [chapter
3], high-PSR analog LDOs [34] and switched mode control (SMC) [chapter 8]. It supports
four scan programmable modes of operation (fig. 9.1) by enabling/disabling relevant circuit
blocks. These four modes, their circuit implementations and key design principles are
described below:
Mode-1: In mode-1, an all-digital design with an array of PMOS power MOSFETs op-
erating in the linear region supplies the load current. A clocked comparator (FCLK=10MHz)
compares the output voltage (VREG) with the reference (VREF) and controls a shift register
which turns-on/turns-off the power MOSFETs as required (fig. 9.2). This mode shows
highest power-efficiency, input voltage (VIN) scalability but low PSR. For an all-digital
design, the FCLK is set at 10MHz for the current design to meet a target limit-cycle oscilla-
tion (and hence output ripple of <5mV). Design details of the digital loop and its control
settings are shown in fig. 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: Full-digital LDO architecture with current sources/switch programmability.
Mode-2: In this mode, the digital power MOSFETs of mode-1 are supplemented with
an analog LDO (source LDO) running in parallel. The source LDO supplies a part of the
total load current (10-50%). The instantaneous gain of the analog loop increases the PSR
at the cost of higher power. Two comparators compare VREG with VREF ± ∆ and run the
digital LDO only when VREG < VREF −∆− or VREG > VREF + ∆+ via SMC (fig. 9.2).
During steady-state operation only the analog LDO regulates and the digital LDO shares a
part of the load current. During current transients, the digital loop is activated and provides
additional current. This control topology provides:
(1) Fast transient response under load steps by turning the digital devices on/off without
slew limitation and
(2) No output ripple, as the digital loop does not undergo limit cycle oscillations in the
steady-state.
SMC combines the excellent small signal characteristics of an analog LDO with the high
current driving capability of the digital power-MOSFETs. The digital loop is clock gated
when the output voltage is within the LS dead-zone reducing the controller current.
Mode-3: In mode-3, the digital LDO power MOSFETs are reconfigured into discrete
current sources running in saturation mode, by biasing their gates through mux-logic (fig.
9.2). The mux-logic either biases the gates at VBIAS (mode-3) or at ground (mode-2).
This topology also follows SMC configuration. In mode-3, the LDO consumes higher
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bias/controller current (i.e., exhibits lower power-efficiency) but has significantly improved
PSR as the discrete digital devices are biased in saturation. Because of the limited current
supply from these digital devices, the total operating current range of the LDO is lower
than that in mode-2.
Mode-4: The role of improved PSR is to suppress noise at the output of the LDO
(VREG). Apart from coupling and switching noise at supply line (VIN), a significant compo-
nent of line noise is self-inflicted, i.e., the load switching (di) at VREG causes noise at VIN
(L=Package and PCB parasitic inductance). Hence, reducing noise at VIN will itself lower
the noise at VREG, and will add to an increased PSR of the LDO. In mode-4, we address
this issue by
(1) Supplying constant current through discrete current sources from VIN to VREG and
(2) regulating VREG with an NMOS LDO operating in shunt with the load in SMC config-
uration.
This topology:
(1) reduces VREG noise through the high PSR shunt LDO and
(2) eliminates self-injected noise at VIN.
The shunt LDO consumes 15-20% (depending on the work-load) of the load current (see
fig. 9.4) and provides the highest noise rejection at the cost of power-efficiency.
Critical circuit blocks, including the error amplifiers, biasing arms, digital power de-
vices, scan blocks are shared among the four modes to minimize area and power (leakage)
overhead. The reconfigurable macro supports scan-programmable load-transistors with
high-speed droop generation and an LFSR circuit running on a ring oscillator based VCO
(fig. 9.1).
9.2 Design of the analog regulation loops
The load sharing between discrete devices (in linear for mode-2 or saturation for mode-
3) and the analog loop (source for mode-2 and mode-3 or shunt for mode-4) reduces the
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Figure 9.3: Design schematic of output pole dominant analog voltage regulators acting as
source and shunt LDOs.
current demand on the analog part. While the digital devices provide most of the DC
current, the analog loop provides the dynamic current. This current (15-20% of the total
load current) can be delivered by a smaller power PMOS (source LDO) or NMOS (shunt
LDO) resulting in a smaller internal capacitor at the gate of the power MOSFETs. A shunt
buffer between an operational trans-conductance amplifier (OTA) and the power MOSFETs
(fig. 9.3) further pushes the internal poles to even higher frequencies. This results in the
output pole of the LDO being dominant with only 500pf (at 1V) on-die MOS capacitor
without requiring any external capacitor. This topology shows:
(1) High transient bandwidth with full spectrum noise rejection
(2) No PSR peaking, which is a typical challenge for conventional internal pole dominant
analog LDOs [64, 65].
The design of the source LDO (mode-2 and mode-3) is same as in chapter 8 and the shunt
LDO features a complementary design.
9.3 Measurement Results
The test-chip is fabricated in GF 130nm CMOS (see fig. 9.4). The maximum load current
that can be delivered decreases as discrete devices are biased as current sources (mode-3)
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Figure 9.4: Chip micrograph with test interface and operational range of the LDO macro
in different modes
and further when the shunt LDO is activated (mode-4). Correspondingly, the bias/controller
current increases from mode-1 to mode-4. This results in decreasing current efficiency
from mode-1 to mode-4. The minimum dropout increases from mode-1 (80mV) to mode-4
(400mV). Thus, we observe a monotonic increase of current and power efficiency as the
LDO is reconfigured from mode-4 to mode-1. The plot of PSR vs frequency in fig. 9.5
(measured with 80mVp-p injected input noise at VIN) demonstrates:
(1) Programmable and increasing PSR from mode-1 (-9dB at 100MHz) to mode-4 (-34dB
at 100MHz)
(2) PSR improvement from mode-3 to mode-4 through reduction of self-induced noise at
VIN
(3) High PSR bandwidth and no PSR peaking, consistent with an output pole dominant
LDO loop.
To understand the efficacy of this design, we measure the performance of the LFSR and
VCO circuits (fig. 9.6 and fig. 9.7) under 15mVp-p input line noise (at VIN). Oscilloscope
captures of the LFSRs output running at 420MHz shows an increasing eye-opening for
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Figure 9.5: Measured PSR.
Figure 9.6: Measured phase noise of the designed VCO is shown. Measurements with
15mVp-p ripple at 100 MHz on the supply.
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Figure 9.7: Measured LFSR eye plots, generated using 1000 cycles and 15mVpp ripple on
the supply, show the gradual performance improvement from mode 1 to mode 4.
1000 cycles from mode-1 (25mV/350ps) to mode-4 (150mV/1.9ns). The single side-band
phase noise of the free-running VCO illustrates 27.9% improvement at 1MHz from mode-
1 to mode-4. It should be noted that the phase noise measurements were performed with
injected noise at VIN as well as switching load at VREG. This captures the true phase noise
when a digital load circuit operating on a shared VIN injects switching noise to the supply.
Measured load regulation is shown in fig. 9.8a.
The LDO macro provides a wide range of PSR and power-efficiency. PSR/power-
efficiency is measured for iso-dropout (VIN=1.2V and VREG=0.8V) as well as for the mini-
mum dropout (at VREG=0.8V) that can be supported in each mode. From mode-1 to mode-4,
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Figure 9.8: (a) Measured load regulation across the complete operational range shows high
DC accuracy. (b) A programmable range of 23dB PSR is measured with a change of 35.6%
power efficiency. (c) Shows the silicon area trade-off for different modes of operation.
Table 9.1: Comparison with state-of-the-art.
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the PSR increases monotonically (peak PSR is -34dB at 100MHz), in a manner that can-
not be otherwise realized by using a single controller and changing biasing conditions or
dropout voltages. Within each mode, we observe increasing PSR with increasing dropout
thus providing the flexibility of selecting a desired PSR. Correlated with decreasing PSR
is an increase in power-efficiency as the macro is reconfigured. Peak power-efficiency
of 87% (mode-1), 75% (mode-2), 61% (mode-3) and 56% (mode-4) are measured. Fig.
9.8b illustrates the wide range of PSR and energy-efficiency trade-off that is offered by the
scan programmable LDO macro. Area overhead for each mode normalized to mode-1 is





With decreasing transistor size, routing metal geometry and supply voltage delivering high
fidelity power right at the point of load inside a chip has become difficult. This problem
is further exacerbated by the wide dynamic range and heterogeneous load circuits which
exhibit multiple power and performance modes. To address this challenge of supplying
high fidelity power supply right at the point of load in big microprocessor and system-
on-chip platforms, this dissertation research proposes digital and digitally-assisted linear
voltage regulators. These linear voltage regulators can be embedded right at the point
of load thanks to their digital synthesis, small footprint, low power overhead and inbuilt
performance adaptation.
This thesis research contributes towards understanding the transient and steady-state
operational dynamics of synchronous digital LDOs. A z-domain model is used to analyze
the stability and transient performance of a baseline digital LDO. To understand the steady-
state dynamics a describing function based pseudo linear model is devised. These models
proved that an increase in operational clock frequency improves transient performance but
can result in unstable behaviour and limit cycle oscillations. Based on these theoretical
insights, a first of its kind digital LDO employing adaptive control is built in 130nm CMOS
process to achieve a wide operational range compared to its predecessors.
A digital LDO suffers from low power supply noise rejection (PSR) capacity because its
power transistors are operated as on/off switches. In this thesis research, PSR of the digital
LDO topology is modeled and control knobs are identified to improve it proactively against
supply noise paving the way to employ digital LDOs for noise sensitive load circuits. This
design is also proved experimentally by designing a proactive digital LDO in 130nm CMOS
process. Research on digital LDO in this thesis culminates with the design of a large load
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current capacity digital LDO capable of powering a core-scale digital circuit. Building on
the insights from prior designs, this design decouples the transient response of the digital
LDO from its steady-state performance by employing asynchronous non-linear control. A
current efficiency of greater than 99.99% is achieved with fast transient response in a test-
chip built in 65nm CMOS process improving state-of-the-art in on-chip power management
using digital LDOs.
To achieve load circuit agnostic voltage regulation using a digital LDO, a hybrid LDO
structure is designed as a part of this thesis research. It is a first of its kind hybrid LDO that
combines the fast transient performance of a digital LDO with accurate steady-state dynam-
ics of an analog LDO utilizing switched-mode-control. Theoretical stability modeling of
this hybrid LDO is devised allowing the designers to ensure stability during design phase.
This theoretical model builds on small-gain theorem and can be applied to other dual-loop
digital LDOs that are being pursued by the research community. A test-chip featuring this
design is built in 130nm CMOS process which showed best-in-class transient performance
at the time of its publication and smooth ripple-free steady-state dynamics. Utilizing the
infrastructure developed in digital and hybrid LDO research, another reconfigurable hybrid
LDO macro is built in 130nm to achieve a wide range of energy efficiency and PSR trade-
off for wire-line I/O applications. This design can be reconfigured to analog, digital and
hybrid configurations depending on the load circuit requirement and occupies a very small
silicon real estate. Application of this LDO to wire-line circuits shows its adaptability to be
employed for voltage regulation of wide dynamic range and noise sensitive load circuits.
This thesis research has spawned newer LDO topologies and developed generic theo-
retical guidelines to not only build but also model newer LDO topologies following digital
or hybrid design fundamentals. Given their ease of design, the digital and digitally-assisted
linear voltage regulator topologies presented in this thesis research can be embedded deep
inside a big-chip in numbers to realize a true fine-grain power management setup. The au-
thor has explored this research vector and believes it is worth pursuing to achieve another
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magnitude of energy savings and increased performance. Similarly, minimizing voltage
conversion stages between the AC supply and the on-chip power delivery network can also
add further to the possible energy savings.
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